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Palmer possible sight
Central Dining-
It's Inevitable
by Carla Gordon
It is inevitable that Connecticut
College will have one central
dining facility, according to
administrative sources. It is also
inevitable that Palmer Library
will be renovated for other uses
once the new library is com-
pleted How closely these t\\,
statements are connected,
however, depends on the report of
the College Development
Committee.
The committee is presently
studying all "space use" on
campus to determine if "there
might be a more efficient and
more logical arangement of
buildings," stated John Detrnold,
chairman of the coinmittee and
Director of Development at Conn.
Some of the alternatives beirig \
studied, as stated in a report of a
sub-committee of the Develop-
ment Committee are:
(I) close all dining halls except
Harris and Smith-Burdick or
except Harris, Smith-Burdick
and one on South Campus
(2) convert Palmer Library to
a dining hall and kitchen facility
(3) construct a new building
south of Crozier-Williams for
dining and using as a student
center
(4) convert Palmer Library
into an academic building to
include what is now housed in
Thames, Winthrop and Hiilyer
Halls.
"These alternatives are in no
way final," explained Janis
Gellinek, a member of the sub-
conunittee.
Whatever renovation and
conversions are done will not
happen for at least two to three
years, according to Leroy
Knight, Treasurer and Business
Manager of the College.
"Pressures are growing to
consolidate dining; there's no
way around that. And converting
Palmer Library into a central .
dining facility is one of the more Connecticut College Volume 61, number 9, 10 April 1975
interesting proposals," said _--- ~~ ,.._----------- _
g:;r.;e.Ames, President of the Cue. to decide on new physician
Central dining will save the
College $200,l1OO-$25O,000 a year,
according to Mr. Knight. Palmer
Library is centrally located, and
the high ceilings on the main floor
are conducive to a common
dining room atmosphere. The
College must consider "both the
social and academic needs," he
said
The classrooms, offices and
facilities (Bookshop, Duplicating
and Post Office) located in
Winthrop, Thames and Hillyer
must be relocated. "Winthrop
and Thwnes are due to be razed, II
explained Ms. Geilinek.
Also being studied are possible
uses for the kitchen and dining
facilities which will be eventually
closed. "We can't decide one
thing at a time; it's all an in-
terlocking move," said Ms.
Gellinek.
A study by Mr. Knight shows
that there is enough space in the
dining facilities to house what is
now in Winthrop, Thames and
Hillyer, and ensugh space in
Palmer Library to house a
central dining facility.
One suggeesuon IS that Harris
be used to house the Bookshop. It
would be easy to make the area
seem more open by installing
skylights, esplalned Mr. Det-
mold There is also enough land
around Harris to expand.
IlWe need more space for
student activities," said Mr.
Ames. Theater and dance spaces
are overcrowded. HAll thesa
things," assured Mr. Knight,
"are being studied."
coolinUt.! 00 page olDe
by Mimi Glnolt
Dr. Hall will be -leaving Con-
necticut College on June 30. The
hope is to be able to find a n~w
doctor by the time classes end
this semester. President of
Student Government, Rick Allen,
was interviewed last week
concerning the plans and
progress of the two committees
being formed to handle the
replacement.
The student government sub-
committee has already been
formed to consist of a wide
variety of student body mem-
bers. There are eleven members
in ali, including two housefeliows
three house presidents, one
transfer student, and several
students who can judge the
treatment of athletic injuries.
This committee plans to collect
. information regarding the
general requirements which the
student body feels tha\ the new
doctor should be able to fulfill,
and will submit this report to the
search committee.
The search committee will be
fully formed this week. This
committee consists of Dean
Cobb, who is chainnan, Dean
Watson, two faculty members,
two students, and two members
of the infirmary's ad-
ministration.
Funds and applicants are going
to have 8 large influence on the
choice of a new doctor. 'lbe
structure of the infirmary, the
clinics, and the Urnlted facilities
appear inadequate or incompleteto a large ~enl!!IIe of fiooen18
------------~--_.._- ....•_.....,..
in need ri medlcai care. Many
students would like a full-time
physician who could live on or
very near campus. They feel that
this would lessen the number of
hospital visits due to nlght-time
emergencies. Other students feel
that we need a more extensive
system of clinics. Some desire
regular specialists, such as a
gynecologist and orthopedist,
who could be here every day
instead ofone or two days a week.
With the number of injuries due
to sports or dance, we seem to
need someone who will be
available to treat them.
The committee feels there are.
many areBll which need to be
looked Into and many weaknesses
in our present structure which
need to be taken seriously. The
sub-committee will be having an
open meeting on Thursday night
at 8 p.m. in Student Government
room and all members of the
student body are welcome to
attend. The committee will need
feed-back in order to express the
needs and desireB of the students.
H the search for a new doctor is to
he a successful and accepted one,
it will require the help and at-
tention of everyone.
Co-op rev·ision rejected
by Bill Loooey
In a move to quell the con-
troversy arising from the
proposed imposition of an "in-
dependent" system of eo-
operative housing on campus, the
Administration . decided on
Tuesday to re-adopt the present
program for at least another
year. When asked whether the
decision represented a con-
cession to those students who
opposed any adjustment of the
system to conform to the
"realities of a change in student
interest," Dean of Student M-
fairs Margaret Watson said, "It
was not a concession. It simply
showed that we continue to be
sensitive to the needs of students
presently in the c.. ops."
"As it stands now, the present
co-ops will be continued,
dependent of course, on an ability
to fill them, with the un-
derstanding that students
previously living in them will
. have priority for next year. The
decision can be considered final
and definite," Watson said in a
Pundit_Interview. She also an-
nounced that this fall students
living in co-ops will be assessed
a $1,000 fee, up from the $6411
-previously charged. "Financial
ald packages will be adjusted
accordingly. No students on aid
living in the C<HlP'S will have to
pay an extra cent"
The issue WBllprovoked by a
proposal, "presented on behalf of
the college" at an open meeting
in Dana last Thursday, to
eliminate the college's role in the
operation ri. the two co-cp dorma,
Lazrus and Abbey. Under the
proposal, students would be
entirely responsible for
procuring housekeeping services,
for purchasing food, cleaning
supplies and other expendable
items. Whoand what to bill would
be the responsibility of a husiness
manager elected by each of the
two co-op's, Most iJ!lporiaDUy,
co-ops would be opened to all
Interested students, regardless of
need, and there would be no
priority system, "no squatter's
rights." According to Watson,
who along with President Ames
was present at the meeting, "the
proposal was mainly talking
. economics." She revealed that
the college waa charging only
$6411 per year for living in the co-
ops, but It waa ClBtlng the coUege
at \eaat $1,000 tor each student.
In a Pundit interview ou
Monday, President Oakes Ames
said "that it was vital to the
coHegeto close that gap. " He also
referred to the cost differential
as a "subsidy" for those In the co-
op's not on financJal aid Again,
Watson, empph/lllized the
"break-even philosophy which
was appealing to the college."
Many studentLat Thursday's
meetings charged that the
. proposal WBllsomething ri. a fait
. accompli, "that it wasn't 8
proposal but an attempt to
railroad something through while
students were still vague about
it" Present residents of the co-
operatives were hosWe to the
initiatives of outalde students
wbo cbecked programs at other
colleges and advocated a
reVlllllpin~ ri. the system, in
cootlnued od page nine
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, with Liberty and
Justice for all'
• •
o ,
The organization of campus housing is based on the
... premise of what's fair for all; an overriding concern forlD.. equal treatment in selecting who lives where. By having
a lottery as the basis for this selective process, all
studentsare given an equal chance to Iive in the dorm of
their choice.
Last year's decision to de·segregate Blackstone
represents this desire to provide equal housing, in that
no single group of students were given preferential
treatment over the entire study body. However, because
the minority students demonstrated a need for a
meeting place, the Minority Cultural Center was set up.
The issue of a quiet dorm on campus again involves
the question of preferential housing. In concurrence
with the decisionof the HousingCommittee, Pundit does
not feel that separate housing should be provided for a
small group of students over the chancesof the general
study body. To re-establish a quiet dorm would be a
harmful precedent, inviting other special interest
groups to also request specific housing arrangements.
Also, Pundit feels that a "quiet dorm" may only-be
euphemism used by a clique of students so that they
may continue living together. Although the "quiet
dorm" would be open to the entire student body, its
appeal is limited toa select group of students.
Expanded hours in the library and Crozier- Williams
represent a momement away from dorm-centered
activities. Also, stronger Judiciary Board measures are
helping to make all dorms essentially conducive for
study. Because of these areas, in addition to a in-
creasing academic concern by all students, we do not
fell it is necessary to provide preferential housing for a
small percentage of the student body who 'claim they
need a segregated -academic environment.
c..
1'1.11clubs should submIt constitutions to College
Council by April 15, 1975. Please forward con-
stitutions to the Parliamentarian; Hans Wagner,
Box 1809.
Constitution guidelines mqy be obtained from the
Parliamentarian. Call HansWagner in Knowlton, if
questions arise.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thecandidates speechAMALGO is tonight at 7:00
p.m. '78 Fanning 301,'77-Hale 122,'76-8ill 106.
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let's see action
-------letters totheeditor-------
To the Editoc of Pundit:
The fact that I declined 10make
further comment on Dr. Hall's
resignation was unfortunately
interpreted in your editorial of
ApriJ 3 as a reluclance to com-
ment on the issues which she has
raised.
First, let me say that we have
been aware of the need for better
!X"ocedures in the event that a
student's behavior becomes 100
unruly, and I hope that with
student help these procedures
will soon be worked out.
Dr. Hall has also spoken more
generally about the problem of
antisocial behavior. I think that
we all share her concern.
Members of the administration
have been discussing the problem
with the Judiciary Board and
with members of the Studen t
Govetnmenl. But while we want
10 do everything possible 10 help,
we also recognize that the
primary responsibility for social
governance rests with students.
The Certificate of Matriculation,
which is signed by every student,
slates:
"The Administration and
Faculty have entrusted Student
Goverrunent with maintaining a
well-organized and responsible
community.'
I am certain that all members
of the campus community are
eager to work with student
leaders in an effort to improve
the quality of campus life.
Sincerely yours,
OAKES AMES
President
bemused
To The Edltocs:
I am writlng in reply to the
letter from James Baird which
appeared in the April 3 issue of
Pundit. Mr. Baird is "bemused"
by what he contends is a
discrepancy and he questions the
maturity of the recent in.
fonnation of the Student Gov'!.
Sub-commlttee on Health Ser-
vices. He sees a discrepancy
because we have established ar
investigative committee, but no
a committee to "investigall
concurrently anti -social behaviOl
on the campus, to study th<
problem anew, and to fix th<
limits of tolerance of sue!
behavior."
Mr. BaiJiI may well believ,
that there is a need for such •
committee, but how does the lad
of such an organized committe,
constitute a discrepancy? The
Sub-commlttee on Health Ser-
vices will under-take a study of
the respollliveness of the Health
Services with the intent of for-
mula ling suggestions on how we
the students believe the Health
Services can better meet oor
needs. I fall to see a why a con.
current study of antisocial
behavior in order to protect
"thO\ge who are disturbed by
strenuous offenders" is
necessary in order to insure a
responsive Health Service on
campus.
We are dealing with two very
.different questions and I too am
bem~sed by Mr. Baird's
question: "is there a like
maturity evident in the IX"sent
singular action of student
government; the fonnation of a
studen,! COIIlIIJ,flteeto investigate
... . -" -- •~I••', _••
the policy and practices of the
college infirmary?"
There is currently no standing
committee of either the ad-
ministration, facully, or students
to review college infirmary
policy. I contend thatlhe effect of
infirmary policy is a vllaI aspect
of our college experience and I
am sure that Mr. Baird will agree
with me. The fonnalilll of a
student committee to investigate,
question, seek out student con-
cerns, and to learn about in-
finnary policy is long overdue!
There ls maturity evident in this
slngular action and it offends me
to believe that Mr. Baird publicly
infers a lack Ii maturity in
Student Gov'!. for establishing
such a committee.
Whether or not a conunittee is
needed to establish limits of
tolerance is an entirely different
matter. I do not agree that such a
committee is necessary. We
already have established
mechanisms, including House
Council, Judiciary Board, and
President Ames' ad-hoc Com-
mittee, to handle those limits.
However, even if I did agree that
such a committee was necessary
... to call the formation of an
infirmary committee inunature
because another committee was
not formed is absurd!
Sincerely,
ABemused Student
(name withheld by request)
co-op tactics
Torthe Editors of Pundit:
I just thought I'd write a quick
note to espresa my admiration
for the masterful tactics used by
our administration to introduce
the new co-op housing proposal.
They really outdid themselves
with this one. I can't say who
impresaed me most. Mr. Knight,
.who repeatedly told the, C<HlPS
that he didn't have the figures at
hand to say whether the C<HlPS
were losing money, did a great
job of checking up during the
spring semester. When the co-op
students asked Miss Voorhees to
help cut operating costs by letting
the co-ops order their food
themselves, she refused. Ap-
parently someone listened
though.
Also to be commended are
Dean Watson, whose
memorandtm reached student
hands lesa than thirty -six hours
before the C(H)p information
meeting last Thursday, and our
president, Mr. Ames,' who with
discretion befitting' his office,
was unable to find time to lIlscuss
the matter with representatives
from the co-ops. All in all, the
matter was handled most ef-
fectively. It's good to see that
someone besides Nixon has read
Machiavelli. I think the entire
student body can feel secure with
such a capable administration
looking out for our best interests.
Sincerely,
Jack Clarkslll
jack of aII trades
My dear Editor:
I was surprised last week as I
read the titles beneath the
Signature of Misa Carin Gordon. I
knew that she was fonner editor.'
in-chief, former lay-out editor,
and former production editor, but
can you imagine my astonisl>-
Q\Ilnj ",hen I dlacow:ere<\that she
had also been former managing
editor? Ibelieve that she ought to
gain -..me kind Iirecognition for
her past positions (on the paper)
other than those few she places
beneath her name.
The paper has had trouble all
year deciding upon a name. I
believe that the names PUNDIT
and COURIER are usually quite
fine, but we have a unique op-
portunity here, and I believe we
ought· not to let it pass by. I
therefore pledge myself to a new
campaign - let us change the
name of the paper to GORDON'S
GIFT and pay her $30,000 a year
as editor-in-chief. I doubt if she
would be able to resist the honor,
and it would do away with all
those former-this and former-
that titles that so s1utter a page.
Yours,
Harold S. Rosenberg
Self-Appointed Chrmn.
Committee to Re-name
the Pundit
correction
In "Off Campus Thieves Roam
Lambdin, Ransack Smith-
Burdick" a part of the story was
inadvertently left out and a quote
attributed wrongly. It should
have read, This is the third time
Cummings was broken into in a
little over a year. The thief
'probably entered the buildlng
when a door was Wllocked,atl:OO
p.m, to allow entry for the music
library.
"Anytime that building is
unlocked there should be a
custodian or security guard
there," insisted Chief O'Grady.
more fan mail
To Tbe Editor:
One seriously wonders how
desperate the Courier is when it
accepts such articles as Walter
Palmer's "The Subtle Distinc-
tions of Unisex."
His article is almost
believable: after all, I think
simple biological facts make it
hard for us to disagree that
differences between the sexes
exist. On top of that, he banters
around a lot of scholarly phrases
that you could almost believe
came out of a senume psycho-
sociological journal: male-
female lifestyles, artificial
sexual barriers, basic interaction
ritual, Goffman, traditional
sanctions. His description of
couples in the bar rival the most
competent cultural an-
thropologist's ethnography -
with such perception, how could
he be wrong? Add to all of this his
ultimate understanding that
unisex is not "society's ac-
ceptance of the male represen-
ling a female, illustrated by
David Bowie ... nor is it a female
assuming masculine charac-
teristics, as represented by Viva,
Playgirl, and the E.R.A."
All, Mr. Palmer, you could've
sounded so good, but there you
gave yourself away. Certainly
you don't expect me to take
seriously a man who claims to
know that David Bowie is merely
a man representing a female,
and, more insultingly tun-
dersla!)ds the female psyche so
well that obviously the Equal
Rights Amendment is merely the
_"~male _assullljng male
. '·'l:lIaracteristic!t. (ObVious
•
o
bas not the grasp at the EDgIlIb Newsweek's review of an fSIlOR bore, is tile onI7 melbad fer
language he orre possessed. at the myth of the heroic IlgurIng out, wtIh 2&-20 hlndllight,
This problem is not confiDed to cowboy.) where things went lIWI'Y.
America. At Olford there is Any History text not ac- Every condensed HIstory
concern over the deterioration of companied by source work (and igncres the detsJls. So every
students' command of their """ selects "selected" readings, condenaed history is a record of
language. For indeed it would and why?) does not give a real major events, major trends, with
seem obvious that no matter how view, areal flavor ofHIstory. The little analysis as to the whys and
Irilhant an individual is, if she vast majority at comm ...cial wherefores.
bas not the verbal sIrills to television period-pieces, and I subscribe to the notion that
communica te her bril1iance, she commercial theatrical films also those who do not know their
will be frustrated in h... attempt give a romantic, mythic view of History are destined to repeat it.
to learn, to think, to teach. the past. If seen enough, myth There was tall< before tbe
English is a complex, irrational becomes reality. passage of the recent tax bill that
nuances derived from reading language. That is why our POetrY I have already cited lbe the Reconstruction Finance :;;
primary or even secondary is so much fun. But irrationalitv Newsweek article, which you Corporation should be;;:
sources. I read in one ten that demands CIllyone type of learn. may read at your leisure, but resurrected. Th... e were also
Nathan Hale stated, "My only lng. If there are no hard and fast there are oth... great myths. I sane voices which argued that ;::
regret is lball have but one life to rules, the only way to learn is by have never attended school in the the R.F .C. was a diaaster, and ~
give for my country." In another, rote. Unfortunately, to learn by stales of the old Confederacy, but was scuttled for just that reason. l!l
I read lbat Nathan Hale stated, rote is hard, takes a long time, the History of the War between If th .... are two opinions, then a §
"My only regret is that I have but and basically, is not very the stales cannot be the same as detailed examination of the
ooe life to lose for my country." fashionable. is taught in the North. There RF.C. is in order. (I haven't felt
In a non-text I read that Hale was If we do not learn our own happened to be a glut of colton in any obligation to do that eith .... ) l!l
a lousy spy. language, how shall we be able to 186Q.Ol,which was not worked off Use ofHIstory, and .. aside l!l
There is a considerable dif- learn our History? If we cannot until '63. Our Irothers across the Our History is a useful tool for
ference between "giving" and read that which is wrillen today, pond on the Seep/red Isle then the construction of the future.
"losing" one's life. The former is how can we hope to understand found collon grown in Egypt was Just like any tool, History can be
noble and great, the latter, mean that which was written yester- much less expensive than a war used for good or ill; and just like
and small. I have never had the day? We shall not be able to with the United States. any tool, history can be created
overwhelming desire to find out express complex abstract A paucity 01 detail from the finest materials and do
exactly what Hale said, I was thought, for we have not the in- Of course, the presence of the job well, or it can be shoddy,
merely happy to ponder the le11ectual wherewithal to do so. easily dispelled myths is not and to the job hadly. How many
possible implications of the two The myth of bistory wholly without redeeming value. of us today have good tools, and
versions. Every simplification of a After all, Newsweek would have how many shnddy? There is
English down the tube complex thought, occurance, or been crying for a story had not nothng which cannot be made
I have also recently read that trend leads to a subtle distortion the myth of the cowboy existed. less expensive, and worse.
the vocabulary, and gram. of said thought, occurance or Such redeeming value, though My own knowledge has gaps,
matical complexity used in the trend. The greater the sim- interesting, is not necessarily a and some tarpaper patches. My
writing of college textbooks has, plification, the greater the generally good thing. To know the store of intellectual Iric-a-brac
in the last ten years, grown in- distortion. When sufficiently real story first time out is better. contains some gold, and some
creasingly simple. It seems that pablumized, History turns into It is details which make up dross. But the velvet cushion is
your basic, average, ordinary, myth. (As you are undoubtably great movements. A recording or reserved for the knowledge of my
mundane, garden-variety student ~d;iS~c~o~ve~r~i~nr....-:I~h~e~a~r:2d....!a~b~o~u~t_.:;re:a:::din:::.·~g~o::.f~d: .ela=il .,t:::ho~Ugh~a~ti:::ta~n~ic:.-_.....:c~o:::ntln~u~ed;:..:o~n~p~ag:!::e...:n~r::ne:....__
ed
Where have we been ...
Where are we going?
Hello again, friends. Though
you may have thought I had
departed this vale of tears, it
ain't so. Being as how Conn. has
been named a Bicentennial
Community, I bave been asked to
execute a few pieces of my
random lboughts about America
and Americans on the eve of the
only centennial most of us will
ever see.
American History is one of the
great spectres that haunt
students through their careers in
,the American school system. I
remember History as a recurring
cycle in elementary and
secondary school of Ancient,
Modern, American, State, and
Ancient, Modern, American •...
Each of our texts was suitably
condensed and predigested so
that our feeble little minds could
absorb the information contained
therein. In fact, most of us
aquired all our knowledge of
History from these texts.
Condensed and simplified as
they are, these texts miss
More letters ... --------
-o·
parallel: Is Black Power also' .that differences between the
merely a quest after masculine sexes exist, and that these dif-
characteristics?) From this point ferences are biological innature.
on, Mr. Palmer, your prejudice However,accepting that because
was blatantly embarrassing. "... men and women are now
Ted looking cool and confident, dressing similarly means they
the girls again looing bored with are hypocritically ignorant of this
a hint of impending guilt." You premise DOES NOT FOLLOW.
haven't ceased to amaze me, Mr. Fortunately for some of us our
Palmer, how WELL you un- sexuality is more firmly
derstand EXACTLY what goes grounded than to think we are
on in the mind of a sex you've becoming equal with the opposite
never been. sex by changing the clothes we
Certainly this statement says a wear.
lot more about you than "the Given this basic un-
girls." "I'm saying lbat sex derstanding, I have a hard time
destroys this unisex ideology, finding a reason why Mr. Palmer
because through sexual would spend so much time telling
relationships we revert back to us something we already knew,
basic sexual roles - with all the mixed with other statements that
traditional sanctions, barriers, . no one with any intelligence and
and hang-ups." This statement self-respect would believe.
comes dangerously close to Allowing him the benefit of the
suggesting that traditional male- doubt, that is, assuming he
female roles are justifiable doesn't actually believe all lbat
because of the inherent, biologi- bunk, I can only guess that his
cal differences, therefore all motives were to get a rise out of
strivings for equality are mere the readership. If this is the case,
folly. May we assume, then, Mr. the article is damned again, as I
Palmer, that you also would like consider this a hallmark of an
to see the Jim Crow laws re- inert Journalist. Even if I have
enacted?? Think of the bioligical been too generous with my
difference! ! ! Speaking for judgment of Mr. Palmer's
myself, I have not found that my motives, this article is still a
relationship with a man reverted gross insult to the readership.
back to traditional roles as soon Good journalism is not based on
as I removed my work shirl and perpetuating destructive myths.
jean. Apparently we know dif· Anyone who takes this field
ferent people. seriously must have respect for
Mr. Palmer's attitudes and the reading public, as manifested
style highly parallels that of by having something valid to say, Und~r QUALITY OF LIFE, a
people and institutions that I instead of exploiting the media to most irnporant area of .concern,
found dealt with the public as if it cover up for lack of genuine -'111 five.questions dealt WithSOCIal
had the mentality of a l(}-year- creative expression. actlvtti~S: Whateverhappened toLaura Howick art, religion, or politics as con-
oid. This is to say, passing of a tributory factors to a desirable
partial truth as Gospel, "quality of life?" Are people at
. It lid' g the Editorial Note: Mr. Palmersimu aneous y c OU 10 this school just interested in
elsential issh'ues-1all of wthilClh vt,,:ille'WSre(sThPOendsutb°tleCriDUisctlnismCtloionsbJOSfhaving a good time, in betweeneaves t e pub ic men a Yd'desensitized and easily Unisex, Courier, 6 Marcb) on lbeir insensitive aca emlC
.. manipulated. I am quite willing WCNI at a later date. "l!rinding," or their intramural
::. \ij~~eiX"M't.;f.IjJPI~~'~;~~ji.@se «', tnt· ~Clm!eIlJ'oll "'lite h1De- e'·tltfil'lrttr;fJ\~"l~~i~~t:·
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Questionnaire I nherently Biased
by Nina George
I would like to register the
reactions of a concerned student,
to the Student-Trustee
Q,Iestionnaire thrust under our
doors on Monday night. The
questions are obviously biased
toward a conservative,
traditional, white, upper-class
student body that is assumed to
be primarily interested in grade-
grubbing, playinjl sports, eating,
and partying.
representative student govern-
.•ent? What is all this emphasis
on social activities? What about
POLITICAL activities?' What
about something that' MEANS
something? Why is there no
mention of possibilities for
constructive social action? Such
as: hunger-action projects, anti-
war programs, workshops on
poverty, women's rights,
unemployment, busing, the
ener-gy-cr isis, foreign policy,
etc., etc.! Why always parties,
dances, clubs, phys. ed., or
academics?
What we need is real lEARN-
ING. College should be a
TOTAL education, and should
involve awareness of something
besides SELF, which is still
Iargeiy what this college is
l!eared toward. It might be ob-
jected that participation in
academics, sports, parties, etc.,
is not selfish, but under certain
cireumstaices, this does indeed
boil down to 'yet greater
egocentric preoccupation that
denies genuine involvement.
It's nice that this questionnaire
is decently liberal enough to ask
us rich, East Coast while people
if we'd like some more
geographical, ethnic and
economic diversity among the
student body, but why-not enend
this basic issue to other more
important liberating and
educating concerns? We Ili>ed
- awareness and action-through
concrete progrms such as a more
workable, truly democratic
student government, less con-
servative, irrelevant lecture-
series I and encouragement of
more political acttvtnes in
general (and I DON'T mean
Young Republicans). What this
college DOESN'T need is anolber
socce.c _ame or Coll,>tiemixer.
.j'J~1 ,_.~<1~-=~~__ ~~~-~}-
cPlatforms for
Class of '78
Presidents
.:
8leYeCoUD
For student government to
work effecllvely, Its student
representatives must be more
responsive to the needs snd
desires of the students. Toomany
complaints of class officers are
liltle more than admJnJstrative
tools. Uneoual reoreJUro.nbltillJ1 of
the diverse interests of each class
have impaired the popularity of
the present student government.
Iqstead of spaey, bogus pledges
of my future actions, I merely
wish to state that I will be a
representative of the students in
all my endeavors. It is the wants
and best Interests of the students
, and efficient and effective class
leadership which are my out-
standing motives as president of
the class of 1978.
The \ftss\ng Issues of im-
proving health services and
decreaa\ng tho rate of vandalism
can snd should be dealt with
bnmedlate.(y. As a quaHfJed snd
genuinely concerned class
president and student
representative, I would be
capable of doing scxnething about
these and other pertinent
problems of Connecticut College.
I see the need for a new trend of
attitudes of students on campus,
expressing more respect for
others. No one should have to be
rtPlled off by a fellow student, for
anything.
.'
'.'.;::.~
.' ,. Peter Bellotti
The purpose of wrillng IhlB
sIaIement is not so much to in-
form you of my stand on various
speclflc lasues, as It is to allow
you 10 see my polillcal thinking.
My main concern is to-establish
greater student awareness and
organlzallon, and to enable the
students to effectively bring
about the-' most beneficial
changes In the college com-
munity. Never before has the
economic situation necessitated
changes that so direcUy effect
student life. Aspects of campus
life that make Connecticut
College unique, in what is
available 10the student body, are
being threatened. The students
must become Involved In the
-.
StepbeD Paille
I feel it is the duty of a student
government representative to be
the voice of the students he
represents. A student govern-
ment offlclal must represent the
majortty of his class. He must
have initiative and be ex-
perienced, aggressive, and
decisive. It is not easy to rep-
resent 400 students and please all
of them or represent all of their
wishes. But H an officer can
successfully represent a
majority, then he has succeeded.
My goals are basic: to do the best
job I can physically and men-
tally, to be a true representative
of the members of our class. It is
an easy thing to say, but liard to
fulfill. Student government is not
~
new to me. All through high
school I was in student govern-
• ment, and was president of my
o.vldM. Bohonnon class. I know the ins and outs of
Numerous studenf government student government, the difficult
offlclals and contenders have job of making everyone happy
determined that the system in and getting them involved. But I
which the Connecticut College hope through my progr~g
student body presenUy operates to get as many people Involved as
IDlder is insufficient. By in large, possible.
I am not opposed to IhlB common This year I have been on the.
opinion. However, with the parking appeals committee. The
proper measures, I feel that this committee appointed me to draft
deficiency can be corrected. a proposal for freshman parking.
Being a member of the class of It Is now pending a vote by the
m8, I recognize that Connecticut committee. Unfortunally, the
College Is in the adolescent stage project was not given to me IDltU
of growth as a coeducational March. Due to the late date, It
Inst1tution. It is my sincere hope will be almost Impossible to have
that as an officer within the parking for 118 now. It ,shOUIll-;
bounds of student government, I however, go Into effect nul
will be able to unite the interests September.
of not only my class, but the body I promise only one thing. U
of the school as a whole. there is an issue by a majority, I
Realizing this as a major un- will act on it.! represent you. It is
derlaking, I would like to outline my ELECTED DUTY to
a brief platform to ascertaIn both represent your views. I'm as
unity and strength for this guilty if I do not act on an issue as
college. . . . -- 'you if you do not speak up and
I. A redeflnition and express your views. My door is
reallocallon of the student always open. U I am elected I
organization and school budgets. want to hear from anyone with a
2. The maintenance of a view or an idea. Come to any of
"quiet" dormitory in the year to the officers. We are your elected
follow, if proper support exists offlclals.
for this institution. I want to be representing the
3. A reassessment of the social class of 1978and I hope to have
activitiejl which the student your vote.
government and Soclal Board
,
I
proposed reorganization of the
dining system and the co-ops, as
well as other issues. There ezlsts
in the student body a vall18b1e
resource of ideas and con-
structive action which is not
being used to its full potential. An
active and creative approacb to
the problems, by both the ad-
ministration and students, is
what is needed. Just as In the co-
ops, there is a greater capacity,
Ihroughoot the college, for more
part-time campus jobs, which
would cut out salary costs for the
school budget and provide fur-
ther benefits for the students.
As a member of the Freshman
Assembly, I realize the need for
greater student organization, not
only In solving problems brought
on by economic realities, but also
in bringing about a change in
other areas such as student ac-
tivities. I feel that students would
like more, and different weekend
activities, workshops, and
learning experiences, wbich
would Involve all members of the
'campus community and be in-
structional as well as en-
tertaining.
As freshmen, the class of '78
has entered into a rapidly
changing college community.
Changes are Inevitable and it is
cruclal that they reflect the best
alternatives. to insure this,
conscleljM"Ous s t u d e n t-
administration interaction is
necessary. This is the foundation
of student life and should he the
goal of student \eadera.
sponsor. In conjuncllon with this,
the possible study of campus
concerts, which due to manifold
reasons within the limitations of
the soclal board, did not occur
IhlB school year.
4. Finally, 8 closer com-
munication and unification
between students and faculty.
Through organization, especlally
the Pundit,the voice of the school
should be more readily
presented, which does oot seem
to occur presently.
In conclusion, I want to
represent my class, and in turn
hopefully the campus as a wbole.
Open to reason and suggestions, I
would like to accommodate
everyone.
Thank You
Sec./Treas.
Edward S. Walters
Here at Conn. College the job of
the Secretary-Treasurer is to
take minutes of class meetings
and assume responsibility of the
class funds. As elected Secretary-
Treasurer I will fulfill these
duties to their upmost - and I
will do more. I will work closely
with the President and other
members of our Executive
Council 10 help sponsor social
functions and propose legislation
to College Council. As a class, we
must raise money for our senior
year. These funds can be raised
by having dances, concerts,
parties, and the like. In the
capacity as one of the members
of the Executive Council, I will
work for this goal and the in-
terests of my. fellow members of
the class of '78. However, you my
fellow students must make your
views known to me or some other
representative. When policies
come before the council I will
support those for the good of our
class and try to change those that
are not.: I realize that these
pledges may be beyond the norm
of a Secretarr-freasurer, but we
of '78 need representatives who
can grasp the situation and work
toward the betterment of our
class as a whole. If elected, I will
be such a representative.
Presently I am the treasurer of
the Conn. College Jazz Ensemble
so I know the procedure for'
handling funds. I serve on the
parking Appeals Committee, and
in this post I continue to look after
the interests of my fellow
students. Back in my early years
before college I served as
secretary 10 one of my classes. I
know the ropes and what has to
be done In the POStof Secretary.
Treasurer. I feel I am a quanned
person to do it. ..
JB
-~
Lalrle Heiss
Throughout my term IhlB year
on Judiciary Board, people
continuously asked me, lido you
really believe in it?" My answer
is always yes. J.B. is based on an
honor code which upholds respect
for one another as its main
principle. I believe in this and
feel most others do as well. Such
an atmosphere is sustained here
at Conn. an d it is the main-
tenance of this that judiciary
board works toward. At the same
lime, the rights of the individual
are judiciously preserved In
every case. I've seen how the
board works and I realize the
lime and care necessary for
judging a peer. It's a job that
requires a lot of seriousness ~d
dedication. Few people realize
the time and effort involved. I
think I can meet these
requirements and have
developed a sincere interest in
the workingsof the board. I feel
everyone on the board did their
job and did it well.
Not only did Judiciary Board
deal with Honor Code cases, but
they also initiated several of
student government's major
successfW proposals. The boara
is a representative, viable branch
of the student body, which seeks
to maintain a careful halance
between the rights of the com-
munity and the individuals. The
board works efficiently in its
present format to make fair
judgments with their authority,
representative of the students
voice.' It is a unique and
progressive s,ltuation we have at
Conn., where a group of students
hold all power in cases requiring
punitive measures. Be thankful,
at least, for this. Whether or not
you respect the idea of the board,
you must agree that a great
amount of power is invested-here,
It is this power of the students
that I represented previously. I
think I did a good job - or at
. least, my best. I would ap-
preciate the opportunity to
continue representing the student
body to your own best Interests,
Thank you.
,Barry Gros.
I, Barry Gross, submit to my
fellow classmates of the Class of
1978 at Connecticut College, my
candidacy as a representative of
the Judiciary Board .
The job of a Judiciary Board
member is to judge and rule on
pending cases that violate the
honor and soclal codes of the
College. As a representative in
this capacity, I will attend all the
meetings and work for just and
fair decisions on the Board.
I am tired of people in our
College community complaining
about Student Government
because I feel that it helps the
students and has the potential to
do even more. With the Judiciary
Board being the only legal branch
of Student Government, I feel
that the Board can serve the
needs of the students through
upholding the laws and attributes
of our college. Lhope to lessen the
COmplaints, and to do a good and
honest job in serving the Board.
Class Elections
SamuelL.Avery
Problems brought before the
Judiciary Board should be dealt
with swiftly and with concern.
Any infractions against our
school or its regulations should be
carefully reviewed for the benefit
of the school's future as well as
for the students presently
enrolled. .
My concern lies in dealing with
problems so that they do not arise
again and also so that respect for
each student's rights is main-
tained.
Problems that are dealt with
efficiently consider what is best
for the individual student and
situation, and also for the student
body as a whole. If eleeled as a
representative for the Judiciary
Board from the class of 1978, I
intend to put in the time, effort,
and concern so that problems are
dealt with in this way ...-
RIchard D. Chusld
I could proahably write pages
and pages of reasons why I am
qualified for the Judiciary Board.
But I basically feel that I possess
the one quality essential for a JB
member: common sense. The
common sense I've learned in
dealing with people and
situations in this "Peyton Place."
(sic) Yoo don't throw someone
out of schoollor attacking a dorm
candy machine that keeps your
quarter and then laughs at yoo
without giving you your candy.
(something that you yourself
could have done five minutes
before ).
However, when you're con-
vinced beyond any reasonable
doubt that a serious academic
offense has been committed,
then, accordingly, a serious
punishment is in order.
As a JB member I think that I
could distinguish these cases and
effectively deal with both of
them. (This in no way implies
that the present board is unable
to distinguish the former case
from the latter - only that if I
became a board member I would
consider the situation and the
circumstance and then act ac-
cordingly) .
Realizing the differences
.~ ~u. "au ....... JoJOOo aU V"'\ .."""'.1. .....
between the first case (a harm-
less spontaneous reaction) and
the second (for example, pre-
meditated cheating) is crucial in
a student-run judicial system
where common sense and
compassion prevail.
lam running for the Judiciary
Board because I feel I can make
an effective contribution to
student government. Thank yoo.
Michael J. Cones
My name isMichael Colnes and
I am running for a second term
on the Judiciary Board of Con-
necticut College. There are
several mator reasons why Iam
seeking re-election; most are
similar to those Ipresented when
I first ran and a few that have
come to my attention as a result
of my being on the hoard this
year.
First and foremoet I wish to
remain on the hoard hecause it,
more than any other arm of
student government here at
Conn. shape the parameters that
help govern campus community
life. The terms of the Honor Code
as established by the Judiciary
Board affect the entire com-
munity. As a member of that
community, Idesire to take part
in those decisions regarding the
Honor Code that bear on all
Connecticut College students.
A hoard of peers hefore which
every student is responsible, as
an institution is yet unrefined.
The board's procedures are not
as yet adequately efficient. There
are even several contradictions
between the rules as set forth in
the J. B. Packet and in the C-
Book. What isthe extent to which
confidentiality should or can be
carried and what specifically are
the hoard's responsibilities to the
community and to students
whose eights are before the
board? These are among the
pressing questions whose an-
swers must be derived and
codified to insure the security of
the hoard and the community.
The two students elected to the
board should hoth have strong
backgrounds with problems
similar to tbose presented above,
Alert serving on the board for a
year I am as familiar with them
as any candidate can be. Having
participated on the hoard for a
year I have a background in the
type of questions and cases that
our board has to deal with. Please
examine the credentials as
presented by he other candidates
and make a decision based on
whether or not they are prepared
to work on a peer judicial board
that is essentially not political in
nature. If you examine the
choices in this manner, I am
confident that yoo will vote for
Michael Colnes. Thank yoo.
ramif1ca1J0llScl such thievery is
the ramp .. t robbery cl the
boollsbop. U we cannot stop this
by simply asking people not to rip
things off, JB could try to get the
BoolIsbop staff, and perhaps
student empIoyea, to reinforce
the already present regulations
pertaining to coals and books. I
rUlly don't like to thlnk of such
added presoures, but Wll... the
thievery stops soon, I foresee no
other alternatives.
Ialso advocate the fonnatlon of
a sub-commiltee of Student
Government on this·matter. It is
a problem that affects each
member cl the College Com·
munity. The $75,000 loss each
year is equivalent to nearly $50.00
per student. With people com-
plaining that the student activity
fee is too small, wouldn't it be
nice to be able to add this money
.and give students something to do
besides vandalize and steal
College property.
In closing, let me state by bellef
that something can be done to
deal with these, and other
problems that come before lbe
Judiciary Board. I hope that I
will be able to be a part of this
decision-makllIll process.
Class of '77
Presidents
Ken Crerar
The Student Government at
Connecticut College must con-
tinue to strive to take a more
active role in the determination
of the quality of life on campus.
Student Government is an ef·
fective voice for the expression of
student sentiments on all areas of
the college including academic,
social activities housing and the
budgetary processes.
One major problem affecting
this campus which needs Im-
mediate attention is the lack of
sufficient and varied social and
intellect ual activities at a
nominal or no cost to students.
Each student pays an activities
fee of $22.50 which must support
all clubs and activities including
the Social Board. It is apparent
from the number of programs
that exists on trua, campus that
the fee is not large enough to
support an enjoyable social and
intellectually stimlllating en-
vironment.
In the past year lbe Class of
19'17 has attempted to, wIthin a
restricted financlal budget, offer
some change in the type of social
activities and projects that
comprise the class activity. This
year we sponsored the 19'14 Fall
Jazz Festival, and nwnerous
other smaller social events, and
also the BOOK EXCHANGE·
PROORAM. The book exchange
was in response to the increased
concern over the costs of text-
books. The exchange had on file
over 1,200 books and exchanged
over 600 books. This project and
others like them must become an
important part of a class activity.
In running for re .. lection as
Prsident of the Class of 1977, I
offer my energies again to ex-
pand and troaden the changes we
have made this year. The class
government should not be purely
a social organizing body but
rather a body working for the
entire community. I have at-
tempted to change this image and
I hope I will be given the op-
portunity to continue. The class is
an effective tool to begin
discussions on certain issues but
only with your support.
Sec./Treas.
David Sargent
As everyone can sense, there's
a general feeling of apathy here
at Connecticut College. This
attitude. results from the
frustration of nt seeing ac-
complished what everyone really
wants. To overcome this, it will
take the involvement cl truly
interested people such as myself,
who care ahoot the quality of
Student Government and not just
the title. 'That is why I bave
decided to run for Seaelary-
Treasurer of my claat. Not only
~ -am Icapable of ta~ accurate
minutes and signing checks, but I
will work along side the
President of the class and other
members of Student Government
to see that communication bet-
ween the Student Government
and the student body is kept to the
highest degree, and the
mismanagement of funds is
nonexistent. Let's put truly in-
terested people in charge and
cast a vote for Sargent.
y
The .,;xecutive lranch of the
Class Council offers opportunity
for increased participation and
input into the dIscussIon of the
quality of !He on campus. I feel
that I can offer to the JWlIor
Class Council my abilities and
energies in organizing and en-
suring the smoothness of the
exciting forthcoming activities. I
hope you will afford me the op-
portunity.
]B
Cindi Tower
The recent discussions on
campus on sntt-soctel behavior
have caused me to ask myself
what I can do about it. The real
problem is not excessive.
drinking. The vandalism and
thievery that costs the College
upwards of $75,000 every year
can he avoided. In running for
Junior Class representative of
Judiciary Board, I hupe to con-
tribute what I can to create
solutions that may alleviate our
present problems.
Judiciary Board should deal
with forming policies to alleviate
such problems not merely deal
with discip1inary measures after
the fact. One example of the
......
Ted von GlBbn
Mlor ",orIrJng for the JudJcIary
Board for a year I have found
that the fWlctions it performs are
essential ones. I have ably
contributed to the proceedings of
the board this past year. SInce
this confidentiality is an im-
perative part Ii. the board it is
difficult to relate how I have
performed during my term. U
you know me and respect me,
vote for me. If yoo do not know
me, evaluate the board's actions
of this past year and make yoor
decisloo.
Sandy LeJIh
Being. a candidate .for lbe
Judiciary Board, I feel it is of
utmost importance to emphasize
the potential of this body. As a
final authority on social and
academic violations, the effects
of Board decisions can range
from disrnissalli. charges all lbe
way to dismissal from the
college. And yet, wilb all this
power, J.B. decisions have not
served as a disincentive for
future potentjal violators. The
lasting imoad of their decisions
condoned on page ten
... "'\Jofn C\.)
Marshall Ties One On
By J. Walker llladl:
Tbougb ItIa geoe...uy not !be
policy of !be 4ne ana section of
this glorious, uclUng, con.
troverslal and llioroughly
readable publlcatloo 10 review all
campus parties (since Ihese
affairs are marked by a
cblrelBittg aam_) we have
decided 10 daceDd from the
pedeatal on whicb we have placed
ourselves this once and lalt about
lbe parly thai MarshaU HOllIe
.had (In CODjamctlonwlib Ibe
social board) In !he Cor MaIn
lounge two weeks ago.
Why is Ibe Marshall Parly
accorded a review, you ask, when
all Ibe olber fabulOlll fetes fade
-.lowly 1nI0 ohacurlty or retire
rapidly into oblivion leaving
behind Ibem a amIIe or Iwo, a
borrendous pile of b10wr0d butts
and s floor that has been
amIonlzed by Schlitz? Well folka,
Ibe fact thai virtually Ibe entire'
edliorlal board of this paper calla '
Marshall home has something 10 I
do wlib It, But it is not soley
Me Vay delivers good fish story
Scott McVay, an in-
ternationally recognized Con-
servationist dealing with
cetaceans (whales, porpoises,
and dolphlna) prell8llted hla fum,
"In Search of lbe Bowhead
Whale" on March 30 10 a packed
house at Pabner Audlta1wn.
'IbIa presentation was aponaored
by Connecticut CoUege, Ibe
ConneclJcut Cetacean Society,
f!!.d l.,.~.Mysl!c Aquarium.
The film dealt wlib an ex-
pedition to Ibe Arctic and the
habitat of Ibe Bowhead. The
photography revealed the
various occupants of !he ArctIc,
and Ibere were splendid am.
derwater shots of different
whales, eapecIally of Ibe Beluga.
, The Bowhead Is Ibe rarest and
least imown of all whales. It baa
fajled 10make a C<IDIebacksJoce
various la... were enacted for
Ibeir protection. MlJ8t whaling
countries; Great Britain, the
Netherlands, and the United
States have been pushed out of
the whaling business because of
Ibe Inci'eaa1ng ClJ8tof the whale
hunt. Two countriea with sizable
whaling fleets, Japan and RUSlia,
stubbornly bang on to whaling
and force a deadly race agalnat
time 10 save tbe""whale. The film
Informed Ibe viewers about the
habits of the Bowhead, and how
.learning about Its characteristics
wIl1 help In its preservation.
After Ibe film, Mr. McVay
opened his presentation to
quesUona and the audience was
very eager to learn about what
they can do 10 help the Bowhead
and olber whale apeclea. Mr.
McVay began- 10 lalt about the
International Whaling Com.
mlasion andltsatlempt to place "-
ten year morstorium on whale
hunting. He baa led the F;n-
vlronmental Defense Fund's
efforl 10 save the whale, and
served on the American
delegation to the International
Whaling - Commission Meeting.
He also apoke of a boycott on all
Japanese goods In protest 10 their
uncooperatlon In proposing
conservation measures.
In addition to lhta, Mr. McVay
mentioned the boycott on all
tama, especially chunk light meat
because of the lama flahing
practices of tbe United States.
Each year thousands of porpoises
are killed by tuna fishermen.
Tuna and PO'1l9lses are often
seen swlnunlng togelber because
Ibelr diet is so .sJmIJar. The
polpOlse swims c1lJ8e to Ibe
surface so that when the tunas
are netted, many porpoises also
are trapped Into the net, and are
either drowned or killed by the
fishermen.
A process called "Backing
Down" has been developed as a
rescue method for the porpoise.
The top of the net Is dropped so
that the polpOlaes may swim over
it and escape peril In spite of lhta
method, an eatimated 250,OQO
an!mals sUll perish each year.
After the assembly presen-
tation, a clifee house was held at
College House where people who
are enremely Interested In the
pUght of Ibe whale received an
opportamity to ask Mr. McVay
questions In a more Informal
atmosphere. Those present
seemed very concerned in
learning about the boycott and
Ibe International whaling com.
mlasion.
executed Ibe gala evening of
debauchery that is, leat we
forget, Ibe subject of lhta article.
All will agree (now that's not a
presumpluousassumptlon, is it?)
that Ibe party was a success. The
music, provided by lbe Shades of
Joy, was ideal for the situation
and, li course, it's quality rose In
direct proportion to Ibe alcohol
content In onea bloodstream. And
did those Marshall folka help us
In our quest to hear what Ten-
nessee Williams called "Ihat
click, when everything gets
nice"? (ezcuse that pretentious
and erudite alluslon but I had to
do something 10 Justify this piece
being In the Fine Arts section.
Edliorial flat does not satisfy
me). You b, "ney did.
There were fourteen varieites
of m1zed drinks all served with a
amIIe by these wonderful Mar-
shallites and Ibere was enough to
get everyone on their way. They
even Iutd swizzle sUcks!! As any
alcoholic will tell you, that's
class. Furthermore, the drillks
were m1zed to order and not
served out of thlJ8e revolting
pamch bowls used at the more
plebian affairs on campus (you
never know what's been going on
in thlJ8e punch bowls).
A special accilladeShoold go to
an anonymous student from
Marshall who fronted about
$350.00 of his own money for the
booze and to his numerous
helpers, associates and
sycophants who really did do a
good job in putting lhta thing
together. Thanks for the
memories, gang. You're won-
derful.
Anyway, all you social
chairman whom I've managed to
rivet to your seats with my prose
Should tske note. Marshall ni8de
a bundle on this party and thus it
was one of those rare animals, an
aesthetic and financial success.
cause the future is slowly being
The American Studies Department will hold its worn away and Ibe past aU looksthe same, in retrospect. I guess it
annual party for majors and prospective majors was a weird dsy - today and
tonight, 7-9 p.m. in the College House. Refresh. everyday.
ments will be served.
•••••••••••••••
~The Senior Class sponsored cocktail party
scheduled for Harris on Saturday night, April 12, Artist's Oils
has been cancelled. Money from tickets sold will be Acrylics
refunded. Canvas
Silk Screen Supplies...,.......... Graphic Art
DE LITTER'S Drafting Supplies
Professor Gordon P. Wiles will speak on 106BOSTON POSTRD.
"Literary Problems in Interpreting a Hellenistic WATERFORD CENTER
Text," tonight in New London Hall 113, 7:30p.m .. 442-0626.
Funny, Poignant, and Thoughtful
Bergman film Impressive
tween the two men all the more
amusing as they playoff of one
anolber In a manner that leads
ultimately 10 a game of Russian
roulette. No one, however, is
hurl The gamonly fired a blank. I
suppose Bergman has a bit of Mel
Brooks in him.
Now, pay close attention. The
Lutheran son takes up with his
father's young wife while his
father is seduced by the officer's
wife. The housemaid, after
virtually torturing this terribly
horny young theology student
with her seductive antics
marries the stableboy. The entlr~
plot is quite derivative of
Shakespeare and is equally
amusing when seen in the
modern contest.
What makes "Smiles of a
Summer's Night" so Intriguing is
its comic aspect, One tends not to
associate Ingmar Bergman with
knee-slapping physical comedy a
Ia Harold Lloyd or Woody Allen
yet in a few.of the sequences in
"Smiles" Allen or Lloyd could
have been Bergman's co.
scenarist, When the lawyer's son
attempts suicide and comes
crashing Into a wall (upon the
breaking of the rope) he falls into
a button that sends the bed of his
father's wife, replete with cargo,
roUJng into his room The effect is
one of total hilarity, a quality one
rarely finds in the works of
Bergman.
Bergman's camera work is not
terribly imaginative in this film
but he elicits excellent per.
fonuances from all of his players
and he establishes each one of his
characters very convincingly in
their roles from the outset. When
dealing with comedy Bergman is
able to treat his favorite themes
in a fresh way while at the same
time avaiding Ibe didactic heavy-
handedness that makes' some of
his work seem sllghily pon-
derous.
"Smiles of a Summer:'s Night"
is alternately famny, poingnant
and thoughtful, three qualities
that it is difficult for one film to
embody simultaneously.
Hergman, however, manages to
bring it off with a great deal of
elan. It is a most satisfying,
enjoyable and entertaining fum.
by Selb Greealand
"Smiles of a Summer's Night"
was awarded the title of best film
at the Cannes Festival in 1956 and
it is not difficult to see why.
"Smiles" is scmewhat of an
anomaly among Swedish fllms in
general and it seems particularly
Incongruous when compared to
Ibe great majority of Bergman's
other work. It is an extremely
witty comedy (lhla characteristic
alone differentiates the film from
olbers in the Swedish school) that
Ihruats barbs into subjects as
divergent as religion, the theatre,
suicide and matrimony with an
equal lack of mercy displayed
Iowaro each. ,
The plot, seemingly complex
but actually rather simple (and
not quite as secondary as it is
with most Bergman movies),
serves as a vehicle for the
director to present the viewer
with the particular sociological
and philosophical points he wants
10 convey. The film is a
reworking of the old theme of
partner switching and the
frustration and-or satiation that
accompanies that sort of activity.
The principals of the film are a
diverse and amusing lot.
The "main character" (I use
Ibe phrase 10000ely)is a dapper
middle aged lawyer who has
married a virginal young girl half
hla age. To complicate matters
for the lawyer, his wife expresses
no wish to descend from her
pedestal li virtue into the carnal
realm. The couple lives wlib the
lawyer's sexually frustrated'
young son, a ministerial can-
didate who seems rather taken
with his own dramatic readings
of the works of Martin Luther.
Their housemaid is a voluptuous
young girl who, in the ver-
nacular, would be called a
cockteaser.
Into this POtPourri are thrown a
famous actress who the lawyer is
dra wn to after becoming ex-
cessively frustrated with his
wife's condition and an army
officer (Erich Von Stroheim
would have been great in thla
f 8 part) who is having an affair withcont. rom p. the actress. The army officer's'
wann spring and how friends get· ~e is ~ friend of the Ia,;,,>,er's
closer to drift apart through the wife which makes the conflict be-
ordeals of mere existence."
lDoking back, the bad times don't
seem so bad and the good times
become aimost divine' - the
present is the problem. As we ebb
away the future, almost im.
mediatly it washes back into the
past. That brief, split second
eternity of the present its all we
have, all we can hope to hold
be
At Ease with Carmines
by Alan Klugman
Sunday night at 10 p.m., AI
Carmines delighted a coffee-
house audience with an hour of
songs from many of his original
musical shows. This was the
second performance for Car-
mines, who is a clergyman and
playwright in addition to being a
composer. Among the Shows
from which he sang songs were
the follOWing: Promenade, The
Faggot, Adaptations from Winnie
the Pooh, and W.C. (a study of
W.C. Fields.) .
Carmines' effect on those
presen! was almost infectious;
the laughter of the audience grew
with each song, yet the songs
proved to be much more than
mere enjoyment. In hla com·
positions, CarmInes very subtly
dealt with the Irony of love,
rejection, playing the pisno, and
even the effects of booze on W.C.
Fields. Fields was a man who
drank lJeavily JIll!! .eXen.tuaUv
died from too much booze; one of
Carmines' songs discusses how
booze made Fields a better
Christian. In a piece about
learning to play the piano,
CarmInes quotes Mao Tse Tung;
hla lyrics are all innovative and
very entertaining. Through his
music, Carmines communicates
with those who listen, about the
everyday emotions often ignored
by composers and artists.
Adding to the plessure of the
concert was a very mixed
audience, most of whom sat on
the floor scattered aroamd the
pisno. It was a very intimate
atmosphere, notably free of any
stuffjness on the part of the
performer or audience. Sunday'.
concert was the beginning of a
very special week at Connecticut
College, for the Reverend Car-
mines will be the theologisn in
residence at the college through
,April 13.
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Dancers Master New Works
The two candidates for the
Master of Fine Arts in Dance
presented some new works last
Fridsy and Saturday, under the
title "Project: Dance." The
concert featured six new dances,
choreographed in large part by
Stewart Smith and Krista
Gemmell, and dsnced by
members of the dance depart-
ment bere, both teachers and
students. The choreograpby did
not reach any heights of
originality; the works em-
phasized theatrics more than
new, surprising, or esthetically
pleasing movement, There
simply wasn't much pure dance;
instead, there were props galore,
characters, costumes, lights, and
a motley variety 01. music and
sound tracks. Many of the dances
were either slapstick or pathetic
in their humor, and always
faintly absurd. The absurdity,
however, did not suggest much
profundity, certainly not a
profundity of feeling. Or is that
out of style? There were some
exr:.': ••1S to the above,
The most vivid dance was
perhaps Laurie Lindquist and
Stewart Smith in their
collaborative duet. r,you or I
were WE," done in satin bed-
clothes, using a riekety rattan
wheelchair as a nostalgia prop.
The costumes suggested the
double idea of invalids and
asylum doctors, Though the
dance was too long and full of
extraneous non-movement, it
showed Laurie's superb control
of gesture, intent, action and
reaction, and likewise Stewart's
acting ability, which lends a
depth and significance to his
movement. There was 8 strain of
absurdity underlying the mood,
but the impulse to laugh was
restrained by the implicatiollS of
the wheelchair, and the idea of
two people hurting and ihen
helping each other, inexplicably
reversing their roles, -escaping,
pleasing thing about the aance.
They have a wondering, plilyfuJ
and finally stormy encoeater
which ends tragically, or perhaps
I should say, aentimeDta!ly,
"Closet Dancing" was
Stewart's solo of the evening: the >
same pathetic-abaJrd, alightly ;;l
effeminate or ambiguous ...
character - definitely paranoid, to'
and always slipping in and out of
his fantasies, That he could
convey all this shows where his
talents lie, but I would, rather
have aeen it a monologue than a
"dance." The music W88 ap-
propriately corny for the fantasy
waltz scene in which Stewart
appeared almost grotesquely
boneleas and out of control. Still, I
think he may have lost his
audience, after a wblle, despite
his completely novel ways of
moving. I have never seen so
much paranoia over the contents
01. a lunch bag.
Stewart choreographed the last
dance, also, which was called
"MAD:A.M.", It was mad, and
made no sense to me on a single
viewing, However, it used the
Conetic dancers who have such a
good sense of ensemble, and
added to them, Sue Galligan, who
had an incredibly fast-moving
and precise bit at the beginning
and ending, a series of repeated
entrances and exits against a
softly-lit scrim. The costumes
were absurd and took up too
much time. The soundtrack,
"Songs of the Hmnpback Whale,"
was very atmospheric: those
whales were really making an
effort to communicate! They
were eery and beautiful, As for
the choreographer, I was
doubltlul that there was anything
he really wanted to com-
mwlicate.
JJjJJ)~j
Making Beautiful Music at Recital
resisting, then succumbing to
confinement. The wheelchair
became an imprisonment, an
instnunent 01. torture, a symbol
01. old age or lunacy, a linaJ
resting place, I thought of the
suffering that accompanies
aging, but mostly it seemed to be
a reliltionship, two people going
off the deep end together-
pushing, pulling, or saving each
other.
"Seasong" was limpid, liquid,
but lukewarm. It was also
musical, lyrical, well-danced,
well-composed, well-staged, a
study in ripples, flow, sway and
singing - but it wasn't in-
teresting enough for its length,
and the fluidity was more in the
conception of it than in the per-
formance. A harpist in a blue
gown (what else but) sat on the
apron in a spotlight. Iapreciated
their attention to detail and to
total effect, but thought It may
even have been danced to
seriously.
I have less to say about the
other dances. Kirsta's idea, "On
any Given Fridsy Night," must
have been fun to do, with each
dancer a specific character or his
or her own verison of Someobdy.
Cotten Timberlake deserves
mention as the stunning gowned
creature, as well as Tod Gangler
in his satin shirt and white-
framed sunglasses as the cool
inscrutable star, and Valerie
Farias for her delightful sur-
prisingly sprightly staid old
lady's rendition. The hackground
sounds were largely Robert Utter
in an utterly crazy vocalization
(how does he do it?) - very
rhythmic and energized.
"It Takes Two to Tango," was
a dissapointing "pillow" dance.
Krista GemmeU and Jody Fabso,
looking adorably identical, were
two at tne same "whatever-it·
was: " so padded that their
movements were quite free from
restraint, and that was the most
-
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depends on much contrast and
energy in the playing,
After intermission, Pamela
and Laurie were warmed. up,
confident, and attacked the
Mendelssohn sonata in D Major
(Opus 56) with the energy it
demanded, They played
romantically, sensitively, and
were well attuned to each other.
As a versatile instrument, the
cello came forward much more
than in the other pieces, com·
bining the deep rich harmonic
undertones with melody and
IIzzicato (in the Allegro scher-
zando) - pizzicato has a
beautiful folk-like "guitar"
quality a t which Pamela was
adapt. The third movement of the
Mendelssohn sonata "Molto
Allegro e vivace," ended the
concert with the dynamics and
the flourish it had lacked at the
beginning,
The recital displayed much
hard ,",ork and devotion on the
part of the performers. I think a
reciprocal interest and loyalty is
due them and the other Sundsy
aft~rnoon nerfonners - besides
which, who would want to miss
the gourment refreslments af-
terwards? They were muchly
appreciated as the finishing
gesture,
EmllyOdza
Pamela ·Cutler, her cello, and
her accompanist Laurie Conover
starred in the Senior Recital on
Sunday afternoon, Pamela
played well in the three am-
bitious pieces they chose to
perform, The least difficult
Sonata in D Major by Telemann
was light. a little too staid _
certainly not flashy - and its
performance lacked corifidence,
Pamela had a tendency to attack
the beginnings of the movements
well, but the harpsichord, which
was played by Nancy Wheelan,
seemed to drown out the cello
somewhat, towards the end of the
movements, Though a little
weak, the piece was nevertheless
played sensitively,
Beethoven was a change in
intensity (Sonata in G minor,
Opus 5, No, 2), thOUghnot played
to the hilt, The inherent drama of
the piece was not quite matched
by the execution, but Laurie
Conover was impressiVe at th£
piano, especially m the "Adagio
sostenuto e esprissivo" and the
beautiful transition into the
second. movement, "AIleJ{fo
moito ptu losto presto," Thougl;
Pamela played with feeling, I had
tlle unpression she did not let go
enough, or play forcefully
enough, which is urgently needed
for the Beethoven sonata which
FRIDAY FEATURE FLICKS
The Last Detail - Friday, April 11
The Paper Chase- Saturday, April 12
Both are in PaJmerAuditorium and admission is
$1.00 ••••• •••••••••••• .
Saturday. April 12.8 p.m. in the Dance Studio at
Crozier-Wi.lliams there will be a concert of theater
songsby AI Carmines with members of the Judson
Poet's The~t,jr Tr~~i'•• • •••••••••
Psychology Flick
"Titticut Follies" Fred Wiseman's Prize winning
documentary of the Institution for the Criminally
Insane in Bridgewater, "!lass., Wednesday, April
16. 7:30 p.m. in New London Hall.---
All campus forum to discuss the issuesraised in
the Student-Trustee questionnaire, Wednesday.
April 16,7:15 in Cro Main lounge.••••••••••••••
ALL CAMPUSTALENT SHOW! Parents week-end,
sponsored by Junior Class. Anyone with talent
should contact Robert Hoffman (Lambdin) or
Walter Palmer (Branford).
••••••••••••••
Tickets for the French Dinner on Parents
Weekendwill be sold in the post office Thursday the
16th, Tuesday the 21st ancr again on Thursday
the 23rd. $3,50per person, seating limited to 75.
(tickets on sale from 9-12a.m,)
7
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Constitutional Sub-Cue.
Recommendations
Reflections
BY JASONFRANJ[
After an wUln. y.... long
effort, the Con8tIlIItlonai RevIew
Sub-Committee of Student
Government reported Its
recommendations to Student
Assembly AprIl 2 and College
CouncJI AprIl 3. lbe necessary
two-tbirds majority was ac-
corded !be revlaed Cbarler wllb
Student Auembly approving I~
1.1 and College CoWlcJI~2.What
differences that remain between
lbe Cbarler approved by Student
Assembly and that.approved by
College Coancll are espected to
be ironed out by lbe time of tbIs
pPnling. lbe proposed revisions
in tbe' Student Government
Charter go to tbe enUre Student
Body for a vote tbIs Wednesday
on lbe Clsas Election ballots.
Tbe Constitutional Review
Committee cbalred by fonner
Student Government
Parliamentarian Peggy Brlll
Included Rick Alien, Leslie
Margolin, Len LuPriore, Harold
Rosenberg and Jason Frank in Its
membersblp. The Commillee
was created last year by former
SGA President Rlcbard
Uchtenstein to belp make lbe
Student Government Cbarter
more accurately reflect tbe
reahtles of Student Government
at Connecticut College and to
streamline It, making It more
effeclive and responsive to tbe
studenls.
So cbarged, lbe Cormnillee
rewrote lbe Cbarler wllb par-
ticular attention to the structure
01 the clasa governmenls. The
New Freshman Clas8 Con·
sUtutlon Ia included in \pe new
Charter as are lbe provlsJons for
the Jmpeschment and removal
from ofBce of deUnquent class
presidents. In accordance wllb
.realJty, tbe Committee on
Nominations was officially
abolished as an e1itest ana-
chronism wltb no place on
campus. Tbe new Charter
moreover, in ils statement of
purpose announces the intention
of Student Govemm",nt tn ,..,....1
.,
-.'~•
I
• the LifeA Day
with maners of general
academic concern, going beyond
the former parameters tbat
lImlted Student Government to
extra-eurrlcular and social
matters.
yet to be approved, are lbe
Constitutional Review Com-
mittee's recommended revisions
of tbe By-LaWS of tbe Student
Government Association.
Proposed are: procedures for lbe
impeachment and removal from
office of lbe Student Government
Executive officers; and elected
Cbalnnan of lbe Social Board
aDd; a provision that allows for
all camp .. referenda on Issues of
concern as determined by a
pelltlon containing the names of
10 per cent of lbe matriculated
students. The By-Law revisions
only need to get a twa-tblrds
approval by Student Assembly
and College Councll to be
enacted, they do not go to the
enUre campus for a vote.
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A tw~alarm fire left nine lben stole a car from a nearby. f t f ds d te~ d al Th' way sa e y un an npercent
families homeless, injured 12 car e er. e prisoner w~ of its federal highwa subsid.
firemen destroyed a wooden caught later that afternoon In y Y
home ';'d damaged anolber on Rhode Island by an ex-State More praise than criticism was
WUlelts Avenue. Peter Gilmore, Trooper who had heardreportsof expressed at a public hearing on
President of lbe firemen's union, lbe escape over a police .radio. construction of a new Coast
belleves there would not have Mr. Brant had allegedly killed a Guard station and research
been so many injuries or so much man and a woman In 1970. center. City and local officials
damage if more· men had approved, while the Connecticut
lb f· tal F' The Connecticut Stateresponded to e Irs arm. ire Historical Commission and the
aI Th Mah agreed Legislature would favor repeal ofCapt n omas er Southeastern Connecticut
lb Mr GIlm A oposal to lbe state's mandatory motor-wi . ore. pr Bezional Planning Agency object
th Inlm po er cycle helmet law, if it was .,.reduce e m wn man 10 to lbe project which will be built. h1ft in th fire d partment assured that Itwould not lose any·
In a see on lbe Thames Shipyard whichhas been made by City Manager federal funds. The federal bolb h t
C. Francis Driscoll in his 1976 government could withhold groups ope 0 preserve.
projected budget.
by Jay Clfffoni
I should have realized that It
was going to be a weird day
beca ... when I woke up, lbe sun
was shining and I was still
hungry. Last night I asked Mona
to go down to G's for a pepperoni
and pepper pizza and she said
sure. So I gave her a ten and she
left but she never came back.
Where the hell she is now, I don't
know. It makes me mad though,
when she does things Uke this,
because we have been seeing a lot
of each olber and we are sup-
posed to be good friends.
Anyway, I was stoned on some
really good Colwnbian and I fell
asleep on my bed, with my head
leaning against the Advent
speaker. During lbe night, I
dreamed that I was in Cro raiding
lbe pizza hors d'uevres that were
being served to an alumni
meeting. Somehow, lbey found
out and they chased me down lbe
In
steps and into lbe automated food
section where they cornered me
against the Coke machine .
Fortunately, lbey didn't molest
me, but they did make me buy
them a few cans of Coke for
mixers. That's when I woke up
and saw that it was daylight.
Sleeping all night on lbe Advent
speaker gave me a stiff neck so I
played "Led zeplln I" to relax
my nerves and placate my brain.
Itwasn't long afterward that Phil
buzzed my room and asked me to
hit Yellow Front with him (Phil
was one of those few people lbat
drove everywhere, even to
classes - you would never see
Phil walking, if he didn't have
to). So the two of us got into Phil's
blue ord (lbe F fen out of Ford)
and headed across campus. It
was a beautiful spring day and it
was beginning to get warm
outside. As we passed the library,
A man accused of two murders
walked out of lbe New London
County Superior Court House on
April Fool's Day; it was no joke.
Donald Brant escaped because
two deputy sheriffs thought he
was an attorney I not a prisoner-,
",,<I foiled to lock him in a cell. He
The meeting planned to discuss the questiOn of
co-operative housing for next year, originally
scheduled for tonight at 9 p.m. in Hale 102,has been
cancelled. According to Dean Watson, the
Housefellows involved were unable to attend. No
future date has been set.
...
They lived it "with gusto" during Friday's beer fest
------ ......_- ,.......... V".' p U., ....
Schlitz
Freebie
Last Friday, afternoon, Schlitz
Malt sponsored a promotional
beer festival in the Cra-bar. All
lbe bard-e"res were on hand ·to
sample the free beer and
assorted goodies raffled off by
lbe promoters:
Notable performances were
put in by, c4 course, Morrisson
Hote~ Marshal~ and lbe Bran-
ford clan. Andy Krevolln of K.B.
deserves credit for engineering
lbe construction of lbe beer
monument displayed in lbe ac-
companing photograph. Tinuny
Cates and lbe brew boys get
honorable mention for their
slightly taller construction. -
The crowd, stonning lbe gates
at 3: 26 p.rn., went through twenty
cases of malt llquor in about two
hours. Needless to say, lbe people
from Schlitz were very im-
pressed wllb the reception from
Conn. Thanks should be extended
to Allilio and his staff for keeping
things under control.
we waved to Judy and Lauri as
they climbed lbe steps. On lbe
pedestrian walk by Fannmg, we
waved to George, Ken, Tom,
Nancy and Linda, who were
walking one way and SUe, steve,
John, Bill, Peter and Kevin, who
were going the other way. The
guards that were always in the
P1nki shack at night were gone
when we drove down the hill to 32_,
We made it down to the llquor
store in no time. Phil bounced a
check for a case of Bud and I
settled for a nip of Seagram's. On
the way back, we drove into lbe
Getty Station and filled up. lbe
ord was making strange sounds,
as well as pouring thick black
smoke out of the exhaust .pipe,
but Phil said lbat he couldn't
afford hi-test so he had to burn
regular and that was lbe reason
for the noise. The blue ord got
him around - that was the main
thing.
So back we went to lbe hill, past
Cummings and lbe telephone on
the wall. I pictured that telephone
ringing in the middle of night,
with no one there to answer it.
What a place for a telephone, I
thought. Westopped infront ofthe
P.O. and went in. As usual, my
box mate had already taken my
Camp us Communicator but I did
get a letter from my aunt in Fall
River. A few limes a year she
sent me a floral pattern check for
five dollars accompanied by a
little blurb on pink stationary. It
was good to hear from her. even
if she talked about her French
Pnodle and her Bridge Club.
We fired the ord and headed to
Cro in the growing .intensity of
April sun. THE GRASS IN
FRONT OF THE OlD LIBRARY
WAS BRIGHT· GREEN AND
MOST OF THE TREES WERE
PREPARING FOR THE
AWAKENING. We parked lbe
car and meandered into Cro for a
cup of tea before class. Classes
were, for us, a convergence point
and a purpose amongst the·
nebulism· and depravity. After
all, classes were why we were
here.
Cro was typically drab and
lifeless but our tea tasted good.
Mo-tDwnwas playing in jule box
as we started out of lbe windows
at the stream of students and
cars, the procession of intellects.
We talked of years gone by,
friends that had graduated and
(rofessors we had. Our ex-
perience was somewhat tire
same: we were ambiovolent
always, but it was spring and
little else mattered.
Wilb flve minutes until class,
we drifted' out the door and into
lbe fresh air. We were happy
because we had a short-tenn,
<!efinate goal - the getting to
class. The mud in front of Cro had
dried up and it ahnost looked Uke
a sidewalk again. Phil was
talking about a book he was
rea<ling as I saw Mona coming
toward us from Larabee. AI hes,
Mona, i hoped lbat she had the
change from my ten dollars.
Maybe it would be a good day
after ail - the lbree of us began
the walk to Fanning.
I got tDthinking about my four
years in college, how lbe seasons
change from winter slosh to
_contlnue4.. o.'!.p8..1esl>:
_-letters to the editorfrom p. 3--
frust rations
To The Editor:
I am writing to express my
dissatisfaction with the Ad-
ministration's handling of the
recent cooperative housing
controversy. While the majority
of my comments are directed
towards last week's meeting on
the subject, Ihave been involved
with the Administration all
semester regarding cooperative
housing proposals and believe
that the present chaos and
hostility could have been
avoided, had the Administration
acted in a more responsible
manner.
What was needed was to deal
separately with two distinct
matters. The first matter needing
attention was the problems of the
reesent cooperative systenn (i.e.,
the fact that they are' running
$340 per student over budget at
the expense of every student is of
reime importance). The co-op
students have requested but
received no information all year
so, for most of this excess they
cannot be held responsibile,
however the question still needs
to be asked as to why this fact
only came out now. Shouldn't the
financial success of the co-ops
have been evaluated every year
and some sort of ongoing check
on expenses occur during the
semester? Why was the in-
formation revealed only when the
systern came into question by
another student - an $18,000
overexpenditure should have
been detected and discussed as a
matter important in and of itself.
The second issue was that of
EXPANDING the cooperative
housmg on this campus to in-
corporate a new independent
cooperative facility. After con-
ferringwith many CD-OpSat other
schools, what I had envisioned
wassome form of an independent
co-op,open to financial aid' and
non-financial aid students alike.
Initially, Mr. Ames had men-
tioned checking out the
possibility of conv.erting a South
campus dorm, Mr. Knight was
helpfulin working out figures and
services, Dean Watson's office
had a growing list of students
mterested in co-op housing.
Everything seemed to be going
well and we expected to hear
before vacation as to whether or
not an additional dorm would be
made available for this ex-
perimental program.
The formal announcement did
not come until last week's
meeting. The ideas we had
suggested to the Administration
were now proposed, not in the
form of expanding the existing
program, as we had intended
rather our ideas were going ~
!""place it. This was never the
intention of the plan as en-
visioned by myself. The result
was the Administration's pitting
two student groups against each
other In competition for the
La~rus and Abbey housing
facilities. What one witnessed at
the meeting was an un-
derstandably emotional defense
of the existing system by Lazrus
and Abbey, a defense of the new
Ideas by myself and other
students, and most reproachable
one witnessed the lack oi
responsible leadership on the
part of the Administration. In-
stead of saying, we Jroposed a
new plan, perhaps we were
wrong m some of our judgements
and therefore will now reconsider
them, what actually happened
was the failure of anyone to take
direct responsibility for the
deCISIOn, leaving one to guess
where questions be directed and
wondering who and how the
decision was actually made
While the absence of th~
treasurer did make some an-
. swers difficult, the decision to
axe an existing housing program
wa,s'not made in the treasurer's
offIce alone. By leaving questions
conspicuously unanswered
deferring questions to othe;
students like myself who did not
make the decision, the Ad-
ministration created an at-
mosphere unnecessarily chaotic
and hostlle. The timing of this
decision as poor also yet one, ' ,can t help but wonder why these
decisions are planned that way.
But its all over now, rather
tfi..aH sQmpete for housing, the
students interested in a new plan
have decided that the Ad-
.ministration hasn't been fair in
its dealings with the co-cps and
hasn't been fair in making the
issue a student vs. student con-
Illct. We applaud the decision to
give Lazrus and Abbey another
chance.
Our course of action wlll be to
reopen discussion next year,
when the question of alternative
and varied housing options wlll
have to be closely examined. In
turn, I hope that the course ot'
action on the part of the Ad-
ministration will be to consider
carefully with all students
matters related to housing and
more importantly, once they
have made any decision. The
Administration should assume
the responsibility inherent in the
positions they hold.
more on health
To the Editors 01 Pundit
In last week's Pundit' Mr
Baird wrote a letter ;'hich
questioned the maturity. of
Student Assembly's decision to
form a Sub-committee on Health
Services. He asks, "Where is the
student committee to investigate
concurrently antisocial behavior
on the campus, study the problem
anew, and to fix the limits of
tolerance on such behavior?"
The student assembly briefly
considered the creation of such a
~ouunittee, but decided against
It. We felt that it was unnecessary
to form a committee for this
purpose, when there was already
an ad hoe committee working on
the same problem. The campus
has long needed a committee to
took for ways to make the Health
Services more responsive to
student needs. It is unfortunate
that it took the controversy
surrounding Dr. Hall's letter to
prod us into action.
Sincerely,
Jack Clarkson
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Health Services
photo fan
To the Edltors:
You are all to be congratulated
on the first two issues of "The
New Pundit." One of the few
problems left is your choice of
photographs. A!J an amateur
photographer, I find some of
themveryanno~ Thephoto of
AI Carmines was not worthy of
printing, the one of the telephene
didn't require almost a quarter
of a page, and the photo of
Bancala served no purpose other
than taking up space. I feel that a
twelve page weekly newspaper
must be much more selective in
its photos, as it is in the literary
articles it publishes.
Very Respectfully,
Alan Kiugman
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
going to say no commentlI'Jm not
anymore.JJ
President of the College Oakes Ames to PUNDIT
reporters, April 7, 1975.
$0 much,
Survival Meeting: Citizens Mobilize on
Pollution Tonight at 7:00 Main Loung
Williams. e
Nuclear
Crozier
I
L.. U
Development from 1
ACcoromg to Mr. Detmold,
former President of the Colle e
Charles Shain thought t~ai
Palm~r Libr~y is one of the most
dignified bwldings on campus
and should have a dignified use.
President Ames is hoping to
have a Jroposal for alternative
uses of space on this campus by
;:ay; Mr. Detmold explained,
We re just begtnning to study
it"
Co-op from p. 1
conjunction with the Ad-
ministration. "We were upset
because we hadn't been consulted
by either party before last
W~ek," one resident of Lazrus
said. Dean Watson cautioned,
however, that plans for an
alter-ative system besides the
present one have not been
·abandoned. "Students interested
in devloping an independent
program will continue to work on
it in the future. Wewant to get as
many people involved in the long-
range decision as possible. I, for
one, want to please all sides."
Style from p. 3
own ignorance, and a smaller
cushion for the knowledge of my
nescience. When the time comes
I hope I can find the genuin~
~tlcle, and not revel in my
ignorance.
Quick aside - It would be an
understatement to say I .am
disappointed with the new Pundit
flag. It is ghastly: amateurish
rather crude, overstated, and oot
at all in keeping with the ap-
pearance of the paper.
BATES SUMMER
THEATER klL)~\~I
J>-r~
,--- ----,
, lOWEST JET
FARES TO
EUROPE
Graduate Program
Wo.rk with a comp_any of
p,ofeuional actors chreded by
David Sumne" founder of the
Royal Shakespeare Company,
England.
Open to persons holding
bachelor degrees and to highly
qualified undergraduates.
Inquiries to Professor James
Hepburn, Bates Summer
Theater, Bates College,
Lewiston, Maine, 04240.
01any scheduled airline
See how much you save via
Icelandic Airlines' daily jets from
New York to Luxembourg, June
thru August, against lowest
comparable round-trip lares 01
any other scheduled airline:
Under 21?
Sincerely
Peggy Brill
Beautiful, Quality Clothes
from ((.
Around the World. " -,
Plus a co"mplete sel~ction
of LEVI'S.
O~deMistick Village
Mystic, CT 536· 3102
Latin Dance
THEIR FARE
$476
OUR FARE
$410
YOUTH FARE, ages 12 to 21, for
slays of up to 365 days. Show
proof 01 age. Confirm within 5
days of flight. Save $66 via
lcelandrc!
Over 21?
featuring Sangre Latina
ero Main Lounge
Friday, 18 April
cover charge $1.50
from 9 to 2
semi-formal
OUR FARE
$600
'I' Jr
jII:i( .,.,.)
SPECTRUM r-""If1
-INDIA \, ,Yg
I ' , I
I i .,(~#),. JJ
THEIR FARE
$846
NORMAL FARE for stays of 46
to 365 days. Save $246 via
Icelandic!
Similar savmqs from Chicago!
EnJOYlowest ret fares to Europe
no mailer when you go or how
long you stay. Gel oetaus abOUlj
all of Icelandic's fares & tours.
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Fares subject to change and
qov't. approval.
---------To. Icelandic Arrlines· (212, 757-8585I 630FrtthAve.N 'f.N 'f 10020 I
For localtoU free numberI d,aH8(0)555-1212 I
ISend fotders on Iover{ under 21 fares.
IName I
IStreet I
IC"y I
IState IIp I
: ICELANDIC :
I AIRUNES IL J
-
•
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effectively dealing with all
correspondence and financial
matters and making sure, that all
infonnation is available to class
representatives and directly on to
tile senior class,
Platforms for Class Elections
whether or not we should have a
yearbook at all. These are all
factors which should be brought
before the class by an efficient
governing board in our class's
interests.
The job of Secretary-Treasurer
requires someone who is familiar
with many aspects of this
campus. I have served as social
chainnan of my donn and of my
class BIId as a member of the
school social board. I have also
been a member of my house
council as a class representative
and as a member of the class's
governing board. I have also
worked clooely with the ad-
ministration through my work as
a campus guide BIIdas the head
of hootessing for prospective
students in the admissions office.
I Dave also been involved in
campus publications through my
work on the Koit)~ !'.t,ajf.
If elected, I will try to do as
much as possible for the class
BIIdmake it a memorable Senior
year.
We have all been here lo~
enough to kIIow that lofty
politics! ideas are nonsense.
What I believe I can provide is
the kind of commOll sense
IellderabIp ....-cb II needed.
a good time. Yet there II alack of
aoclI1lm1ty 011 tbIa campus- you
part)' with yoW' immediate
frieoda. 1'bGee are the times
whIcb convey the IIlIISl meen\Dg
to you. Iodeed, with no achool
wide or clul-wlde IaI1Iea to
dIacuaa. DaDe in wblch to find
111M!! log in the troader college
envtronment, the achool lIOCiII
fmctlOlll will be II involving II
ping to LampereW's - even
leas.
Another source of mlty mlgbt
be cIasa conaclOWl...... There's
IIOneon tb1I campus. I'm CraIg
Cl!apman, not Craig Chapman
the junior. Even more obvious 11
the lack of 'class only' par-
ticipation. And I agree that clua
participation shouldn't - cer-
talnly can't bere - be lImJted in
tbIa way.
However there do enat clua
officers who help, if only as
leniors. to pusb their cJaaamates
out of CoMecticut College in a
predominatly last year effort aI
clua consciotl8nesa. To say we
should abol1lh clua officers. in
favor of a non-clasa structured
government is a good thought. I
SlIllgest it. But DOWwe must deal
with a classed situation.
We still have four classes. The
senior clua needs to develop a
sense of wJity to be BIIeffective
body. That it doesn't reflects the
non-controversial BIId political
altitude of thls college now.
Perhaps by combining the
controversial with the political
and the clua, a Senior class can
emerge in a more or less sat-
isfactory form and eventually
leave this school with something
to think about for years ai).ead.
ThJs is wby. I'm rwming for Class
.pr8Ildent.
IIu heeD mtn"""'. If ea-t.z Afj a IDIIDber of the JDIIIdary
111 Ilom'cI, I wonId .. to mu1m"
.. the Impact ofU- declalQIIlIllld
111 atrtft lor reIevlI1cy in relating
~ them to the concema of the
Ilo aludent bod7.
Beca_ of the poteDtla1 impKt
.....wi of Jndlclary Board decllllOlll, all
• cues aboald receive careful and
detalled conal deration. Eacb::l repreeentatlve mlllt have thet: time and dedication for
:::i! reapolllillle dedalOIHIl8klng to
take place. I believe I am ona
~ _b cancldate.
Class of '76
. Presidents I.e a.,. "-
The dce of Senior CIaaa
Preaident provides an op-
portunity for the senior clua to
have a voice of representation on
the College Council. The College
Council concerns itself with the
residential BIId extrscurricular
life ri the college. As president I
will be a lsison between students,
faculty, and the administration.
It is my desire to express all
concerns of the class that are
voiced to me. In the past three
years Ihave willingly concerned .
myself with various student
activities and grievBllces. I am
still willing and capable of
representing my class BIIdBIIyof
the concerns they may have. I
pledge that my concerns as
president will totally reflect the
desires of my peers.
The other issue that I concern
myself with are also very
relevBllt to us as a growing
college community. As president
I plan to support the new budget
that wlll be proposed by the
student assembly. Hopefully,
there wlll be an increase in the
fund allocations to various clubs.
I sincerely hope to see more
adequate social activities on
campus. A more extensive
. athletic program should also be
considered. I pIan to support the
president and tbe vice president
of student government whenever
student imput is needed for
Important decisions. It is also
part of my plBllning to stimulate .
more fWld raising activities for
the new library. As president I
have to address myself to all open
SlIllgestions pertaining to senior
activities that will be enjoyable
as well as profitable for the class.
Thus, it is evident that IpIan not
to llmlt myself to one particular
area of student interest, but to
exjlBlld upon moot prevelant
issues.
I cBllnot express my sincerity
enough. I simply urge you to
think about what I have said BIId
to attend the speeches on
Thursday night. If elected I CBII
assure you that the senior class
will definitely be fBlltastic, from
adequate planning BIId a iot of
work.
I will be glad to talk to BIIy
(jWli<ll's)students who have BIIy
questions coneerning my plat-
fonn, I intend to work diligently
for the senior class next year, BIId
I am-always accessible to the
students of CoM. College cam-
pus.
A!J your senior cl811 secretary-
treasurer I am willing and ready
to take upon myself these
responsibilities and to supply my
class with the necessary- In-
formation and feedback dealing
directly with senior class ac-
tivities. It is vital that the senior
class have effieent and workable
secretary-treasurer because we
are gradually entering our last
year here at Connecticut College
and we all would like to make
this a rewarding and memorable
experience. In conclusion, as
your secretary-treasurer I am
willing to extend all of my
potential and energies to the
functions of the class of 1976.
]B
Chapman
My on tbIa C81Dpt18
comes from a constant in-
volvement with the soc lei,
academic and political levels of
this school. My following
statement will bopefully
demonstrate thai.
I llke to do what I WBlltto do.
ThJs is obvlOWllyrestricted by the
desire to please other people BIId
by the conl1dence that I don't
keow everything. That is the the
way I exist at COMectlcut
CoIlege. ThJs is the way moat
everyone e:liate here.
Friendships on the social level
BIIdenemies on the. political are
also part of my existence bere. In
different respects, frtends and
enemies are part of each persons
sphere at CoMecticut College.
Beyond the ties of frtendshlp
BIIdthe courteay of a "live BIIdlet
live" altitude tbere is little to
Wllte (if not everyone) a large
group ofstudenta on tb1I campus.
We are necessarily here to be
academic - to learn. Yet the _1IemIngway
academic sphere itself rarely My name IS Andrew
provides the culture in student Hemingway and Iam running for
life. People bere - moat llkely as president of the class of '76. I am
a sign of the times - only rarely running because I feel I have the
develop significant soelal time, energy and competence to
meaning from tbeir student lead next year's senior class. I
situation. see the major task of the role of
Every so often I've entered a president as raising money for
controversial article in the the senior clua in a maMer in
newapaper. Many people hsve. which the scbool as a whole CBII
Controversy -If not academic - benefit. No longer can we depend
should Wlite people - bring upon car washes, raffles and
everyone'a attention to focus on bake sales to both finance the
the good or bad aspects of an class expenses and entertain the
lasc':'~ttoversies don't Wlify tb1I :~::,cod=~ f~:::"Je =
place for long, though. People raising is necessary to fulfill both
don't care - a legitimate way the economic and social
out. Why legitimate? Because 01 obligation.
another problem with con- A!J seniors next year, most <i us
troversies at this place. will be conc..-ned with our Im-
EspecialIy on the political level mediate futures prohably more
(where we find moot of the smaIl than anytbiDg else. I see a need
controversies arising), those who for additional and improved
reael to controversial matertal counseling in preparation for job
raise pseudo-polltlcal, certainly positions and more preparatory
insecure and defensive, courses for graduate exams.
statements which sidestep Although as jwJiors, class unity
controversy instead of meeting it seems to be <i little significance,
bead on. I think when we return next fall,
The social activities of this we will be more aware of our
school give everyone a place to go class as a whole and see the
toanddanceBlldtalk. These need importance <i its wJity. It is
ootWtiGUb,fGi. iQc'/lFdeJ<w-t~possiW!t-"ior.n",~ y~.-t<> be a
atimuliite thoSe !nvolve<! tOhav'e memotllllle alii! lileAillilgfuI one.
Lyna&BaUor
I have been on the Judiciary
·Board for one year and would like
to be on it for one more. As a
member of the Board, I have
helped make hard decisions BIId
formulate new and better policy.
To continue the good work we
have started, the Board needs
continuity, people dedicated to
continuing to work hard in
making our judictary body a well-
fWlctioning one and our honor
code a better .functioning one.
The Board has spent the past
year making its role in the
commWlity adynamic one; it has
concerned itself with problems
which If left unattended, end up
as disciplinary problems (i.e. too
little available for social outiet,
longer study hours at the library,
better security, etc.) The Board
is vitally interested in positive
preventative action; it realizes
that discipline is not the only
BIIswer. It has put in long hours
on these issues. When discipline
is necessary, the Board always
strives to be a fair BIIdjudicious
body. It is a difficult thing to
judge the actions of a fellow
student; at the same time, it is a
profoundly educative and
humbling experience. I look
forward to putting in another
year of work on the Jidictary
Board. I offer it my conunllment,
my energies and my experience.
Earl R. Holman
Goals - To be efficient, ef-
fective, and reliable; and if
anything else is necessary tell
me!
BIz Orr
Tbe office of Secretary-
Treasurer of the Senior class is
one which requires a highly
organized BIIdefficient individual
who is abie to work well with the
faculty, the administration BIId
the class. The Secretary-
Treasurer must be willing to
sacrifice a great deal of her own
time for the benefit of the class
BIIdkeep in touch with their in-
terests throughout the year. Jack Clarkson
Next year our class must _ I am running for a position on
concern itself with fWld-raising the Judiciary Board because of
for class functions including _ the deplorable attitude toward
commencement week. There will student honor on the campus. If a
be various traditional Senior college such as ours is to have an
class commitments including effective honor system, tJ:en
parties, dinners and speakers tbere must be a workmg
planned during the year. We are assumption that the members of
alao responsible for seeing that a the community are honest. A
yearbook is put out. There has program such as the se!f-
been a question every year as to scheduled exam system depends
what fOrmat lilt! yearboO\t sbouldfo' on sUcf BII "'!sumptio'!- This
take or at thiS point,· 8S to' continued on page eleven
Sec./Treas.
Dealae Sleigh
The position of semor class
secretary-treasurer reqliires that
he or she work directly In con-
junction with the senior class
lX'esi<!ent. Th... e respolfsibilities~
also entail workilllfefficently and
Platforms for Class Elections (cont. p. 10)
program, and others that large.
demand honor and responsibility The Judiciary Board' t
th artj. t . smosfrom , _e p cipan " are in important function is to dispense
danger because students are no justice. The concern of its
longer trusted. members should be to see that
_ each student coming before the
board will get treated fairly _
regardless of who "got away"
before, regardless of what
"example" will "be set"
regardless of the ad-
ministration's sentiment at that
time. Th.eBoard's members and
Its policies must be flexible as
well as being just.
I know I will be able to work
successfully with students and
faculty as Ihave served as Dorm
President, Student Advisor, and
as a member of the Election
Board. I am presenUy one of the
two students on the Academic
Policy Committee, and serve on
the Junior Class Council, and the
Chinese Advisory Board. These
experiences have taught me to
make responsible decisions for
and about others here at Conn.
De ..... fun
No ltalem.,,1
Classified
June graduate has accepled a
teaching position in New London
and is seeking a smaIJ apartment
(furnished or unfurnished) to
rent beginning August 30.Willing
to sign a year's lease, prefer apt.
as close to campus as possible.
Please con\llct D. Raines, 447-
1132 or B"" 1187
The Judiciary Board can help
to restore our credibillty by
making fair and wise decisions.
The judiciary Board is also
consulted on policy changes
related to the honor system and
student honor in general. If
elected, Iwill do my best toward
both of these ends. My record as a
member of Student Assembly
shows that I approach such
positions with energy and
responsibility. Ihope to be given
the chance to do likewise as a
Judiciary Board member.
I believe in the Honor System - =-=.-. -
and would like to be elected to the
Judiciary Board to see that it is kCall .upheld. _-aplan's
summer CHARTERS ~""OWI'O_'1!
ineurope LESS THAN ~ You should
RJ/2
Itnow us!
65 DAY ADVANCE
PAYMENT REOUIRED Captain's Weillu.s. GOVT. APPROVED ECONOMY fARE
The Moll
TWA, PAN AM TRANSAVIA
707 707 701 uni-travel charters 442-0681
• CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-325-4861. NEW LONDON
-
Nancy SlBllzky
As a future member of the
Judiciary Board, Iwill sincerely
-try to view matters before the
board fairly and objectively in
order to protect the rights of the
student and the community-at-
JOB STRATEGY
'75
All new book
seniors
HOW TO GET " JOB
. in 1975'5 tough market
Unconventional
Total strategy
OK or $ back
send $4.75 to
JOB BOOK
P.O, Box 43
Old Greenwich, Ct, 06870
-- 21 Bank Sf., Downtown New LondonILee~
w. Fif llt....All PAiNTERS PAIITS
THESMAll CAIlPEIITEIIPAlIn
THE REGULAR FARMERJEAMS
T~~\~rLLEATHER
MARCUS: FOR GUYS & GALS
--
-- ".' f ,f
Benefit B-ball raises $
DyIlarryG ......
A benefit basketball game for
lbe Heart FlDId .... pla1ed in
Crozier-Willianu gym with the
men's v.... lty llIuared off against
the inslramural all-starB. It"as a
high acoring affair with the
varaity aowuDy defeating the a11-
lIlars 1§'132.
The all-stars led briefly during
the games first stages with
Marshall'a John Aldennan hit-
ting ten first quarter points. The
varsity retaliated, to put the
hallgame away in the second
quarter as center Don Mills and
guards Pete Bellotti, Jeff Simp-
son, Steve Brunetti, and Jon
Perry made Coach Luce's four
guard offense click for a ~
halftime lead.
A bit of humor entered Into the
game. at the_ lIegInnlng of the
aecond llaU. Camel lorward
Kevin Copeland took the opening
tap and atuffed the hal~ "hich Is
a teclmical foul. All-star coach,
Mike Shinault came off the bencb
to shoot the technical and wu
given two to make one. He 81ll11t
the freethrow with his WUl
Chamberlain atyle underhanded
foul shooting technique. When
Shinault "asn't making foul shots
he "al baiting the varsity
players.
The game ralaed a great deal of
money as the 22 participants had
previously takeD pledges on the
number of points !bey would
individually score.
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CC Crew opens season
by Boowell
Saturday, the Conn. College
Rowing Club traveled to U.R.1.
for their first race of the season.
Rowing in hideous conditions, the
men's heavyweights defeated
U.R.I., whlIe the llghtweights
went down to deteal. The
women's crews rowed against
Yale, and were overwhelmed by
Yale's superior form.
The crew's two week
"vacation" in Charlottesville,
va., spent in cold and wet, stood
them in good stead. Tb,e tern-
perature at U.R.1. was in the low
thirties, and a stiff headwind on
the course created rough, choppy
watpr. Snow nW'rles new off and
on dueing the meet, obscunng the
finish line from the starters in the
last race.
The first race was for the
women's first boats and com-
prised Conn., Yale and U.R.1.
This race was 1,750 meters,
rather than the normal women's
length of 1,000 meters. Both
U.R.1. and Yale took Conn. in the
atart. Conn. came back from the
deficit to hold a length over
o U.R.I. over the course of the race
o until U.R.1. started to move up
about 250 meters from the finish. .
Conn. responded and came over
the line with a half length of open
water over RhOdie. Yale over-
stroked the other crews by 4 or 5
beats per miraite throughoot the
race,and pulled away to a
crushing, and well deserved win.
The next race pitted the Conn
men's heavyweights against
U.R.I. Ready to be beaten at the
start, Conn found itself even after
the first twenty strokes.
Following the start with an im-
mediate power piece, Conn
opened up a deck-length lead, and
increased that lead with each
group of power strokes, holding a
length at 1,000 meters. From that
point on, Conn built up open
water to win by a convincing' five
lengths. After two years of
playing second fiddle to the
lightweights, il would appear the
heavyweight hoat is coming of
age.
,
rne third race featured Conn's
lightweights against U.R.1. For
the last two years, Conn has mel
U.R.I. when we have had more
water-time lhan they. This year
the situstion was reversed, as
was the outcome. The Conn boat
was down by a half-length al the
start, and remained there
Ihrough the flrst thousand
meters. The Conn boat then tried
a mid-eourse power piece. One
member of the boat crabbed,
which pui Conn a length and a
half down. Starting again, and
rowing with escellent form, Conn
o made up sbout half the distance, .
but were still down by a closed
length st the finish. The boats
were evenly matched, and the
crab made all the difference. It is
axiomatic among crew af-
ficianados that a crab will lose
you a quick length in the beat of
circumstances. Next week's race
should set the tone for the season.
The Emerson Cup Regatta is held
on Gardner Lake, and will
comprise Conn, Trinity,
Wesleyan, and Coast Guard, all
schools whose first equipment
came from Fred Emerson.
The fourth race, shortened to
about 1,500 meters due to poor
visibillly, matched Conn's second
women against Yale. Conn lost
the start, Ihen held Yale _10 a
closed length for 500 meters.
Unable to move againsl Yale with
a DOwerpiece, Conn began to fall
back. Al 1,250 meters, Yale
swerved inlo Conn's lane, but'
were not diaquallfied as they had
a lenllth of open waler over Conn.
They maintained that lead to the
finish JJne.
The end d. the IaBI school year 0
sa w the majority of our fJrst
batch of women oarsmen leave
Conn. Wenow face the problem of
rebuilding the women's boats.
Their pertormance should im-
prove as the season progresses,
but great things cannot
reasonably be expected until next
year, after a .lull season of
competition.
Men's Heavvwelghts; aew . Bob Golfman;
2· Keith Harney; 3· Mike DIPace; .. - John
Chlmeres; 5· Chris Bushnell; 6· Jim Litwin;
7-Ben Sprague; Stroke· Jay Clifford; ccx-
John Leichter.
Men's Lightweights: Bow Martin
Lammert; 2 Peter Jarrett; 3 . Jack
-Bachelder; .. - Gordon Milne; 5 . George
Hume; 6 Jack Clarkson; 7 Sandro
Franchln); streee . Peter Clausen; Cox·
David Rosenthal.
Women's First Boat: Bow- Ellen Shaw; 2·
Anne link; 3 . Cathy SObin; .. - Mary Ellen
McGleuflln; 5 - Gall Biddie; 6 . Lanny
Hamrrtoo; 7 . Pam Sharp; Stroke - Juay
Robertson; cex . Margaret Bradley.
Women's Second Ba.t: Bow - Barbera
Goodman; 2 - Linda Kohnhart; 3· Jeanette
Pinard; ... Martha Robinson; 5 . Alison
MIshklt; 6 - Lanny Hamilton; 7· Kate Oliva;
Stroke· Judy Robert$Ofl; Cox Cathy
Reusch.
Equestrians place 3rd
by Anne RobUJanl
The Conn College Riding team
once again had a successful day,
despite the extremely cold
weather, placing third in a field
d. eleven teams in an in-
terconegiate Horse Show at
Smith College. Conn collected
<lighteen points for their third
place finish, while MI. Holyoke,
the winners, ·scored 22 am Colby-
Sawyer College, the secom place
finishers, scored :aI.
Conn riders collected four firsts
in lhe show. Laurs PragUn am
Holly'Bannlster tad< blue ribbons
in their first class in beginner
walk-lrot. Abby Weed placed first
in beginner walk-lrokanter am
Randi Hansen won a blue in
advanced walk-lrokenter.
An additional four riders also
took ribbons in beginner walk-
trot. Kil Parsons placed third,
Holly Mick took a fourth, Alison
Hall placed fiflh, and Mike
Reardon placed sixth.
Carol Rubin took fifth place in
lIdvanced walk-trol. In beginner
walk-trot-eenter Laurie Pope
took fourth, am Sandy Rap-
paport and Tom Feigman each
took fifths. Julie Grey placed
fourth in advanced walk-trot-
canler and David Sargenl 100<
sixth.
In open horsemanship Liz
Kilfoyle placed third am Lee
Langstaff placed fourth. Lee also
took a fourth in open hOl'-
.semanshlp OV<lrthe fences in
which Liz Kilfoyle also took a
fifth.
Look for some excellent riding
on parents' weekend when the
Sabre and Spur perform a
mounted drill, Saturday, April 26.
LEARN TO SWIM WEEK
Monday through Thursday, April 14- April 17,
9:30-11:30a.m. an l' e era Pool.-.... "I-.~ ,
Women's first eight lowering shell vs. Yale and U.R.1.
Morrisson Captures Shinault CuP
by Barry Grou
Morrlsson Hotel won the Intra-
mural Baakelball Championship
with a 61>-61 victory over Smith-
Burdick to take possession of the
Sblnault Cup. The game marked
the end of an exciting and
competitive intramural season.
Morrisson broke out 10an early
Ill-4 lead on the sharpshooting of-
guard JOM Kalz. Smith-Burdick
came back on the lalenls of Paul
Lanlz who heJp(d them even the
score at 16-16 10 end the first
quarter.
At one point during the second
quarter Smith-Burdick opened up
a len point lead mainly on the fine
inside work of Lantz, Ri~h Glanz,
and Mike Weinstein. Morrlsson
was able to close the gap to three
. - 'by the buzzer as Smith-Burdick
lead 32-29at the half.
The third quarter was closely
played and featured Ihe clulc,h
shooling d. Morrlsson's George
Knopfier, who was playing with
the handicap of three personal
fouls. The quarter ended with Ted
Sehletle sinking a baskel to give
Morrlsson a 46-15 lead gning into
the final eighl minutes of play.
Smith-Burdick's defense was
hurt early in the fourth quarter
when Rich Glanz and Bill Mc-
Cauley fouled out of the game.
ThIs allowed Morrlsson 10 shoot
vlrlually at wilL Larry Thomas
and Wendall Ball led Ine atlack
that put Morrlsson up by 11 with
two minutes left 10play. Burdick
tightened the gap with a spirited
attack at the finish, but their
effort fell short as time ran out on
them with Morrlsson winning liS-
61.
Smith-Burdick's Paul Lantz led
all scorers with 23 points. GeorRe
Knop(\er am John Katz led
Morrlsson with 22 and 21 pomts,
~s~cUvely.
Tennis Drops Opener
loss 10 Margie Yates.
In olher matches scores were
as follows: Anne Seidler (Y)
defeated Bambi Flickinger (C) 6-
1,6-1; Sue Goolrad (Y) defeated
Pam Keris (C) 6-2, 6-3; Holly
- Hartman (Y) defeated Lori-
Sherman (C) 6-0, 6-2; Rosen-
blum-Seidler (Y) defeated
Lickinl/er-MilJer IC) 1Hl. 6-2:
Graham-Goolad (Y) defealed
Keris-&lrah llW'Scnenal (C) 6-0,
6-1; and Yales-Munsen (Y)
defeated Smilh-Sherman (C) 6-2..
6-1.
The Women's Tennis Team lost
its spring opener against Yale by
a score of 6-0. In Olll! d. the more-
notable matches, two-time
Connecticut Slate Champion,
Josie Curran,lost to lhe four lime
all-New Englam Champion and
nationally ranked, Lisa Rosen-
blum (Trinity) 6-1, 6-3.
In the second singles-match
Conn's Wendy Miller losl 10
Trinity College (Texas) transfer
ace 6-1, 6-0. Freshman, Jody
Smilh came closesl 10 scoring a
poinl for Conn with a ~, 6-3, 1-0
Lacrosse is
The Women's Lacrosse leam
played their flrsl game against
Yale on April 7. During the flrsl
half of the game Conn did ex-
tremely well, leading .1half time
6-2.
Although the team doea not
A drown proof swimming clinic Will DeotterE!<lon
Saturday, April 12,beginning at 12:00noon in the
Crozier.Williams Pool. The instructor will be Mr.
Ray Wetmore, Boston University. He will show
techniques for teaching adults and children,
buoyant and non-buoyant swimmers. Demon-
stration and discussion. Open to public, students,
faculty and staff. Sponsored by the Dept. of
Physical Education. For turther intormation call
.."t. 205
.
Coachless
have a coach, Conn showed ex-
cellent organization and team-
work. The team practices dliily
with the more experienced
players giving advice to the
olbers. The onense dominated
the game with many successful
passes; Buffy Aahforth and Lucy.
Cow scoring three goals each
and Wendy Crandall and Emily
Wolfe scoring goals also. The
defense, although very suc-
cessfully preventing goals in the
first half, could nol keep up with
Yale's aggressive attack in the
second half. The fIna1 score was
111-8.
